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Section I

1

Oscar woke up in a white queen-sized bed, nestled in a cloud of comforters. A patch of early 

sun lit up a square of dresser and a patch of leaf-green wall. Through bleary eyes he saw some potted 

plants, a stack of books, an old coffee cup bearing small blooms of mold.

A shifting light caught his eye. In the bathroom adjoining the room where he lay, he saw Sophie, 

pale and nude, bending over the sink to pluck her eyebrows. A wave of hair hung to the porcelain. In 

the small of her back, a meadow of down lit up like fire beneath the skylight.  

Oscar recalled the events of his life. He was at this point twenty years old. He lived with Sophie 

in her father's house; Mr. Moreland did his business overseas. He had been gone a long time. In the 

bathroom, over Sophie's head, steam spilled up out of the shower, catching more of the sun, filling up 

the room with light and mist. 

He had it made. He'd been here in Sophie's house for a while now. After dropping out in 

January, he'd seriously wondered what was going to become of him. He'd spent three horrible months 

at his mother's house, enduring all kinds of abuse about job-finding, goal-setting, and what she called 

“adult communication.” He'd been lucky to run into Sophie outside the library downtown. She was 

there with a group, boycotting the public schools for censoring Chaucer. It was not a cause of any 

particular importance to her: she was trying them all out, from endangered raccoons to state prison 

recidivism. They'd known each other in high school, but only as friends.

“I didn't think I'd see you again,” she had said on the library steps. She brushed the hair from 

her eyes, squinting; the sun was setting behind him. “What have you been up to?” He was flattered, that 
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she imagined he'd been doing something. College for Oscar had felt like waiting in line. They went out 

to a movie that night, slept side by side between two quilts in her backyard. He brought a bag full of 

clothes over, and a box of old paperbacks, three days later.

It was perfect. With her father's money Sophie gave him everything he needed to survive, and 

his time was his own. His only duty was to her, and he didn't yet mind it. She needed him to be there 

when she got home, so she wouldn't feel lonely. She needed him to remember who she was and remind 

her . She'd go out to her readings and classes and vigils, every day something new;  but when night fell 

she'd be back at home with Oscar, connected to him like an electronic device to its charger.

Mr. Moreland had left her alone when she was eighteen. He had a check sent once a month, and 

called half that often. She had a sister, much older, who'd stopped in every once in a while until 

marrying and moving to Egypt. It was soon only Sophie alone in the house, and she took up far too 

little space to remain so. She found Oscar just about when she needed him. A month longer alone with 

the cat and her father's fish, and she might have put her head in the oven.

Sophie was complicated. To the world she presented a self that was bold and invulnerable. 

Among her banner-waving friends she talked about feeding the hungry and tearing down the war 

machine as if it were an upcoming football game, a matter mostly of spirit. But at home she was 

fearful, inside she was doubtful, and she needed Oscar to turn that timorousness into joy. When she was 

in the house alone she'd felt like a monkey in her father's cage; Oscar danced through her bars, he lifted 

the latch. Most importantly, he made himself at home inside. He showed her that with the door 

unlocked, a box to live in didn't have to be a bad thing. Her interest in politics had grown out of 

loneliness, from a hunger for fellowship. Once Oscar came to give her that fellowship, she'd happily 

discovered that she truly liked the politics as well.

He liked how happy he made her, how when she came home from some lecture or rally 

disheartened over things in the world he could bring her back to wanting to play. Even if he didn't 
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identify with her causes, he admired the nobility that having them gave her. Conversely, she liked how 

carefree he was; she forgave him his ignorance. She admired his daring to exempt himself from the 

world's conflicts, and alone with him she could enter into that exemption. Oscar's world was so light, 

like a child's game of make-believe. He was essentially a housecat, but that was not how it felt: it 

seemed to both of them as if Oscar was a terribly romantic,  figure, a languid artist of life with too 

refined a perspective to be troubled with labor. 

That was at least how it started. But lately Sophie had begun to show signs of relaxing her 

commitment to their domestic mythology.  She said things like “would you clean up, after lunch, before 

I get back?” and “I wish you would trim your nails.” when Oscar tried to tell her about something he'd 

read while she was out she would tell him a story, with protracted eye contact, about something she'd 

seen on the street or heard from one of her comrades. She seemed to feel that he could put more of an 

effort into his side of their arrangement—“It's not that you need to do anything you don't already do,” 

she said once. “But you don't seem to care about what you already do do!”

This was only partly true. Oscar loved what he did, though it was admittedly not much. While 

Sophie lobbied and rallied and networked and spraypainted, he read sci-fi and took baths, fried up 

bacon and drank Mr. Moreland's wine on the front porch. But she was right that he no longer took it all 

seriously. There was a time when these acts of recreation represented to him an essential upheaval, akin 

to Sophie's revolution. He was on strike.  He'd decided, on a roof one night in his second semester at 

the local university, that the contract he'd been forced to sign with the world of things was unjust. 

Growing up he'd done as he was told: all the homework, respect the curfew, more or less, go to college. 

But the rewards were incommensurate. Case in point the girl he'd chased there, presently fornicating 

two stories below with a running back. The stolen essay he'd gotten an A on in American Civilizations. 

The affidavit from his mother enjoining him to cease buying caramels and magazines with her credit 

card. Each new relationship and institution made its own new demands on him, and none would ever be 
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satisfied. To struggle for purchase on so many glass hills was exhausting. So he went on strike. He 

dropped like a stone out of school, and went home. When home too began looking like prison he left 

there. He was currently wondering if it was even good luck to have landed in Sophie's bed. This was 

the lack of care she pointed at: the spirit of renunciation which had driven him out of school and his 

mother's house still called out to him. Even his generous contract with Sophie had begun to resemble a 

fetter, holding him back from even higher planes of leisure. This new restlessness, however, was just a 

wriggling tendril in the back of Oscar's mind. He couldn't yet give his doubt voice. He would avow his 

commitment. She'd get over it. 

They still had a good time. They liked to play games. They would share absurd stories, live 

them out, like little plays. The Jehovah's Witness next door, Mrs. Grassley, was an alien. She hid her 

antennae in her cinnamon-candy-red bun. The cat was writing a novel. She studied Sophie and Oscar 

for subject matter. The story was about a divorce. Together they turned Mr. Moreland's house, which 

had seemed when Sophie had it to herself like a tomb, into their personal menagerie. The portraits in 

the hall had conversations while they slept. The piano was in love with the grandfather clock. They did 

characters. He'd be a murderer who'd snuck inside, or a just-arrived boarder. She'd have a husband out 

of town, or a pistol in the bedside table. That particular night she'd shot him twice, in the bedroom. He 

had left her no choice. She stood with two hands out in front of her, feet planted wide like an action-

movie heroine. He clutched his stomach as he went down, remembering his childhood, eyes closing 

slowly on the smoke that curled from the tips of Sophie's fingers.

At the moment one game involved her keeping him hostage, like the wicked witch in Hansel 

and Gretel, trying to fatten him up for the slaughter. So this morning, once Oscar saw Sophie bent over 

the counter with the sun on her back, he kept perfectly still. He lay silently and watched her finish 

tweezing her eyebrows, line her lids with black pencil, and move on to her toes. She kept the shower 

going; she liked the steam, and the white noise, to forget time and space while she tended to her body. 
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She turned away, and Oscar slithered to the ground. He saw her butt in his periphery as he rolled across 

the carpet to the wall and pulled his feet in. He held this position, listening to see if she had caught him. 

There was a sound. What might have been a footstep.

“You're going to have to start getting up a lot earlier if you want to get out of here.” Oscar 

yelped, rolling over onto his back. She placed a small foot on his chest, smiling. Oscar loved her. 

Sophie dropped down to her elbows and knees, hovering over him. She kissed him on the mouth. 

“Resistance is futile.” She smiled.

“What are you doing today?”

She looked away, and stood up, heading back toward the bathroom. “I'm meeting Steph and 

Andy Wiley and at the Fountain, to talk about plans for summer. I'll be back around dinnertime.” Oscar 

hated Andy Wiley, and she knew it. Andy Wiley was tall, and rode a state-of-the-art bicycle. She'd met 

him in March, at his birthday party, just a week before Oscar had come back. He wore a red 

handkerchief every day, and looked toward the southern horizon when he talked about how they, the 

urban youth, had in their hands the tools to change the world.

“Can we go out for breakfast first?” Oscar stretched across the bathroom doorway, propped up 

on an elbow.

She stepped over him, still naked. “I'm already late. There's leftover salmon in the fridge,” she 

offered by way of consolation, and disappeared into her closet.

Oscar sighed, and rose reluctantly to his feet. He didn't want to change the world, not the hard 

way. The idea of running around like Sophie and her friends, in the streets with a bandana and an 

armful of fliers. You couldn't root the evil out that way, you couldn't root it out at all. It was like a 

casino. It had come to seem clear to Oscar that addressing the world on its own terms was a sucker's 

game, no matter how many other people bought in. The best thing was to get out. Find yourself some 

kind of doctor's note, and play hooky.
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Sophie put on her black pants and sweater—what Oscar liked to call her riot gear—and a red 

scarf for the blood of the exploited.  “You said you'd call your dad back today,” she said standing in the 

front doorway, boots laced up to her shins.

“Yeah, I will.”

She kissed him once on each cheek and then twice very long on the mouth, which he liked, and 

then Sophie was gone.
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2

Solomon Kofax is a terrible Jew. He eats bacon-wrapped  

hot dogs; he spills his seed with astonishing frequency. He  

only works on the Sabbath. He is circumcised, but those  

few brave souls who have observed him in the nude attest  

unanimously that  it  looks  insincere.  These ritual  failures  

are just the beginning.

He always read About the Author first. The bio pages were a running joke among serious Kofax 

fans, of whom Oscar was one. The writer presented himself as not only a spiritual zero, but as a 

pervert, a swindler, a tax evader, and an abominable loser in all games of chance. One presumed that 

this persona was facetious, but if that was so the mask never slipped: Solomon Kofax had published 

three dozen books, and not one back cover described him as anything but despicable, reprehensible, 

even subhuman. On Mourning Star, one of Oscar's favorites, it said that

Solomon Kofax sold his soul many years ago. He loathes  

innocence;  he  hates  peace.  He  gave  drugs  to  those  

children. He invented the sales tax.

And on the back of its sequel, Super Nova:

All the things you have heard about Solomon Kofax are 

true. He lies to those whom he seduces. He hands 

detractors over to their governments. He loathes the earth,  
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despises music, and will never apologize.

If all these things were really true, neither Oscar nor the millions of other fans minded. The man might 

have been evil on an interpersonal level but his work was divine. Oscar turned the book over. It was a 

signed copy of All Things in Time, the controversial conclusion to the seven-book Stargazer series. 

There had been a hardback reissue a few months ago after Starbound, the first installment, was made 

into a film. Kofax's popularity had made a tremendous resurgence. This signed paperback, as old as 

Oscar, would have cost a dollar-fifty a year ago. Today, it was twelve. He believed that he had about 

twenty-four on him.

The cover bore an oil-painted space vixen in the classic style, her outfit a vinyl Queen Sheba, 

her hairdo something beehivey, red, and antique; in general one got a poodle-skirt feeling. It was a poor 

but evocative likeness of Rebekah Monsanto, the exiled space-princess protagonist. She stood in a 

meadow of thistles, green honeydew breasts drooping over a stone well. In the distance beyond her, 

one could see the mile-high spires of a futuristic city in flames.

He looked inside: the SK glyph was like a huge spider squished flat between the cover and the 

page. Oscar was sold. He had lost his old copy. He tucked the book under his arm and returned to the 

counter.

"I saw you looking at Great Expectations," Betsy smiled from behind the counter. Oscar was 

already a regular at Finster's when Betsy was hired, a year ago. She was very cute, and he was fond of 

her. Today she had on a giant brown sweater, that hid but suggested a small, sensitive body.

“Yeah, I don't think I'm quite ready for that one.” Oscar grinned.

“You'll come around.” She looked down, picking up the paperback with both hands and 

examining it before waving it over the scanner. She looked back up at him, smirking, as she set it back 

down. “Is this a good one?” she asked, a pointed finger on Rebekah Monsanto's green cleavage.

“It's the best. It got him in trouble, you know. He had to stop writing.”
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“Yeah, I heard that. Are you coming to the reading on Friday?” Betsy flopped down on the 

counter, looking up at him.

“Who is it?”

“It's Kofax, that's why I asked.”

Oscar shook his head vigorously. “That's impossible.”

“No, look.” She sat up and spun her chair around, grabbing a stack of pink fliers from the 

bookshelf behind her. She indicated a text with her middle finger. She had a ring on like an octopus, but 

more importantly she was telling the truth. This Friday: Solomon Kofax, the flier read. Be there or 

face the consequences. There were clip-art decorations, a rocketship and a saturn-like planet, drawn in 

two different styles.

“He's been in hiding for decades,” he protested.

“Well either he's coming out Friday or it's some kind of trick. Chuck said he lives around here 

or something,” Betsy answered, taking back all but one of the fliers. “You can take that if you want, 

and come see for yourself.”

Oscar took the pink page and wrapped his paperback up in it. After saying his goodbyes and 

heading back down to Main street, he unwrapped it again and held it out in the light. It really was 

impossible. Kofax had disappeared after All Things in Time had been banned in Kentucky, and he'd 

struck a U.S. Marshal who was trying to intercept him at Louisville International on his way to the 

Derby. The official rumor was he'd left the country while awaiting trial, and lived in secrecy 

somewhere in Europe, where he couldn't be extradited. To think that he was reading Friday here in 

Cooper City seemed not only improbable but foolish, if it was true. It might entirely ruin the old man's 

mystique.

Oscar t-boned a baby carriage and tripped over it, getting mashed bananas on his flier and a 

very angry kick in the ribs. Oscar looked up from the sidewalk, his elbows wincing with pain. It was a 
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young mother pushing her little boy; she looked very upset now, and hurried away. Oscar crumpled the 

flier, and rose. He felt like shit about that. He felt a little disoriented in general. He'd only dropped into 

Finster's to kill a few minutes, but after what Betsy said he'd forgotten completely what he came 

downtown to do. He was supposed to meet his father.

Oscar's father Luther led a band called the Garter Snakes who had a couple of albums that 

they'd cut in his living room, a weekly show at the Briar & Thistle, and a van. Luther also played 

classical, a couple Happy Hours each week in the lobby of the Hotel Francis Drake.

“He's called three times,” Sophie'd said. “Always while you're in the bathtub, for some reason.”

“That's always happened. I used to have to make sure I locked the door or he'd come right in.”

“When's the last time you talked to him?”

It had been a long time. Almost a year, in fact. When Oscar dropped out of school he'd tried to 

contact his father but didn't get a call back. He was angry, of course, but he realized that Luther was 

probably angry too. He'd always liked the idea of Oscar in college, but hadn't gone himself, and would 

think that he shouldn't judge. He'd be mad that Oscar fucked it up, but lacked whatever might have let 

another father yell at him. He'd shut his son out until he forgot why he'd done so, then call him up and 

ask him out to lunch.

Oscar called him back from Sophie's room, stretched out on the bed.

“This is Luther.” His dad had something in his mouth.

“Hey. It's Oscar.”

“Oh, shit!” There was a rustling as he removed the object. “How ya doin', bud?”

“I'm okay. Sophie said you called.”

“Yeah, yeah, listen—” Luther sounded distracted. “How you been, man?”

Though he knew no real answer was expected, Oscar considered this seriously. “I've been 

good,” he replied.
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“Monica says she hasn't seen you around in a while.”

“Ah, yeah, well—”

“Listen!” The thing was back in Luther's mouth. “I'm at the Drake tonight, you wanna come out 

early? We'll get a bite.”

Oscar paused. Out the window, on the branch of his oak tree, two bluebirds were fighting over 

something that looked like a candy wrapper. “...Yeah. Sure,” he said into the phone.

“Awesome. Awesome. Three okay?”

“Three is fine.”

“It's a date. Take it easy.”

So here he was heading downtown, at two-thirty. After wiping the blood from his elbows he 

headed down Main to where it turned into Regents, and crossed the river. Downtown bustled, even 

though it was Sunday. Oscar crossed Fifth in the middle of a mob of gray suits, feeling like a little fish. 

He stopped in front of the Drake, and they passed. He was ten minutes early, so he bought a cup of tea 

across the street and sat down on the steps, by the big concrete gryphon. He stared up at the beast, 

which was easily twice his size; it could have gored him with a flick of its talon. Were it not, that is, 

lifeless in stone.

“Stick 'em up, kemosabe,” said a voice in his ear. His father held out a finger in cap-pistol 

fashion, the other holding his old pebbled guitar case. On his head was a hat much like Oscar's, of 

black-dyed straw instead of cloth. His father smiled and spread his arms, as if Oscar would run to 

embrace him, which of course he did not.

In the lobby,  Luther's warm-up was playing, an old guy with a violin and an ugly knit cap. The 

Drake's foyer was one big room with leather chairs for waiting on the left, the concierge straight ahead, 

and the bar on the right. It was a tall space and dark, far more modern than Thompsonville, with more 

glass and smooth surfaces. Luther led to the right, where they grabbed a small table and put their coats 
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on the backs of their chairs. 

This was the ritual. They would sit down and look at each other for a moment, and then Luther 

would break the standoff, waving to the waitress, who he'd address by name, for two Reubens and a 

couple of Bloody Marys. Oscar's had been virgin until he turned seventeen.

Today's waitress was a thin little blonde with limp hair. Oscar looked at her eyes, which were 

tired. She looked as if she needed something more than rest. More like sanctuary.

“Nicole,” Oscar's father said. “How about grabbing us two Reubens and a couple of Bloody 

Marys?”

“I can do that,” she said. She gave Oscar a game smile, looking down at her pad. “Anything 

else?”

“That's just fine, Nikki, thank you.” Luther grinned up at her like a reptile. Nicole left. He 

knocked twice on the table. “Alright, my man,” he said, “What's new with you?”

Oscar sighed. Ever had it been thus. Never, not once, had they talked about things. In twenty 

years of life Oscar had not had a conversation with his dad about a book, or the clouds, or the way 

Cooper City had changed over time. It was always the check-in, always bullshit, “how's life” stuff, as if 

there were nothing more to life than where one slept and with whom and how one paid the rent, where 

one was between morning and night. Luther always seemed to feel guilty, like he had to “put in the 

hours” as a father whenever he got the chance.

“I don't know,” Oscar said. “I'm just hanging out.”

“Working at all?”

“No.”

“How are you getting by?”

Oscar looked away. He had no energy for the truth. “Robbing banks,” he replied. 

“Stagecoaches.” 
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Luther didn't find it funny. “Your mother's worried about you.  Says you're in some kind of 

nihilist phase.”

Nicole came back with drinks; their sandwiches would be right out. Luther sipped from his 

glass and shook in extra black pepper, as he always did, and a few more squirts of Tabasco.

“She doesn't get it.”

“Huh? Nikki?” There was pepper and tomato juice in Luther's moustache.

“Mom.”

“Heh. No, not really.” His father's eyes flashed around the room, from the waitress' hips to the 

faces of people who walked in and out. “Don't let it get you down, bud. Some things are between a man 

and his demons.” He showed Oscar his teeth. “Any progress with the ladies?”

“I'm still living with Sophie, remember?”

Luther sipped his Bloody Mary.. “She's the one you went out with in high school, right?”

“We were friends.”

“The rich guy's daughter.”

“I guess so.” Oscar looked down. He pulled the toothpick from his drink. It was a long one, 

with two onions and and olive impaled on it. He slid the veggies off into the drink and bit down on the 

stick.

“She always seemed like a tough one,” said his father.

Oscar did not reply. Nicole came with the sandwiches.

“Anyway.”

“Yeah.”

They ate their Reubens in silence, only little meaty munching sounds and the old man's violin 

sneaking through. Oscar felt a warm breeze on his face from the ceiling fan, and tried the folds of 

corned beef between his teeth. He heard ice fall from the pitcher as Nicole filled up somebody's water 
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glass. He hadn't expected much from this visit, besides the sandwich. He did not have the advice kind 

of father; really he didn't have any kind of father. When he was ten and fell from his bike, Luther'd told 

him to get used to it. When he was fifteen and Amy Saunders broke up with him, he had said the same 

thing. When he graduated high school, Luther said “It starts now, bud. Hope you're wearing your cup.”

Oscar came to the end of his sandwich, and sopped up the grease on his plate with the last of his 

pickle. The Drake made a good Reuben. He looked up at his father. Luther's moustache drooped over 

his lip, holding dewdrops of mustard. There were still drops of rain on his glasses too, from the walk in. 

He'd kept his hat on. He gazed back at his son. “This is good,” he said, as if testing a hypothesis. “It's 

been a long time.”

Oscar nodded, yes. It had been a long time. He wasn't even sure how long it had been since 

they'd gotten together like this, or even spoken. Maybe six months? Maybe more? It hardly mattered; 

there was no frequency that could stack these empty moments into something more than nothing; each 

meeting was identical with the last. It was a ritual, not a relationship; it was a rite designed to exorcise 

their guilt. They chewed the corned beef of their mutual grief over failing as father and son.

Luther looked at his watch. “Look, I've gotta warm up,” he said sympathetically. “Are you 

going to hang out?”

Oscar nodded. “For a while.”

Luther rose. “Go ahead and put another drink on my tab, if you want. I think Nikki likes you,” 

he said, looking sly, but his son shook his head. Luther stood, and spread his arms.

They embraced. Oscar smelled his father's body: cigarettes and cologne, old wet flannel, his 

truck. He thought of Luther's apartment, the ground-floor window with the lone potted cactus, old 

Molly curled up by the heater with a soggy teddy bear in her mouth, her ragged oval plush bed. It was 

not a bad hug, Oscar had to acknowledge. They had earned their peace from each other, for a while.

His father held him by the shoulders. “My son is a young man,” he said. “I can't tell you how 
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happy that makes me.” But happy was not how he looked.

Oscar smiled, and put on his hat; he watched his father take up coat and guitar case, wander 

over to the stool where'd he play until nightfall, pretending for the hotel guests that he had nothing 

better to do than sit down in this lobby, an idle instrument against the wall. He shook hands with the old 

violinist, shared a joke that his son couldn't hear.

Oscar walked slowly to the bar, to where the waitress Nicole stood punching tickets into the 

regeister. He got a Mai Tai, for some reason—it was the first thing that came to mind. He sat down at a 

small table, in the shadow of a ficus tree. Oscar closed his eyes and listened as his father's fingers 

slithered on the strings.

He played a song that made Oscar imagine whitewashed stucco walls in Mexico, heat like a 

furnace; linen drying on a line, geckos playing in the sun. A dead one drying out, like the linen, on the 

flagstones. Oscar opened his eyes. He liked a lot of music, but his father's guitar always took him away 

in a way that he didn't like. It always went to some dead place. It began warm or cool, and seductive, 

but when it had you it turned cold, or hot, and you saw that nothing in this lovely place was moving 

except what swung in the wind.

Oscar waited until the number ended to open his eyes. There was a night sky painted on the 

ceiling, up above the silver fans. Oscar had always loved the stars; he had them on his ceiling too, as a 

child, as had Sophie. She had taken hers down, but his were still up at his mother's house.

His father started a song with a fast, marching rhythm, that seemed somewhat inappropriate for 

this part of the day. Oscar looked away impatiently, as did the hotel guests walking past him. Luther 

may have been avenging them for ignoring his tip hat. 

His son remembered the book in his back pocket. That was something he could do, he thought. 

Just like old times, driven into outer space by utter boredom here on earth. He looked at Solomon 

Kofax spelled out on the cover, and tried to imagine that in just a few days, he might meet his favorite 
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author in person, the famous monster. He had no idea what to expect.

“What you have got to understand,” the book began, “is that what you believe you will get is 

what you get, and that's all there is to it. Some people never see themselves getting a fair shake, and 

they never do. Other people dream big and flop out of modesty, or guilt. They think the world wasn't 

made for them. But it was. The ones who dream really big, the ones who make it, never doubt that for a 

minute. This was true of Rebekah Monsanto.”

Oscar sighed, and looked up. He loved this book. It was witty, and colorful, and in many places 

pornographic. Rebekah did live out her dreams: she traversed distant galaxies, fucked space-kings and 

aliens, and was worshipped as a goddess by a tribe of purple dwarves on Snowwyt 7. But her dreams 

had a dark side, too: she grew a clone on her side like a tumor, who when she reached full size cut 

herself free and betrayed her. In fear and envy of her lascivious and deadly doppelganger, Rebekah fled 

to the unexplored reaches of the universe, and encountered the strangest, most alien being of all: God.

This was the thing that had gotten Solomon Kofax in trouble. All Things in Time depicted God 

as a giant purple octopus. Well, not an octopus exactly, because He had far more than eight arms. A 

millipus. A megapus. The word Kofax used was “omnipus,” and it got him more scornful mail than had 

hundreds of pages of accumulated sex scenes. Christian groups in seven southern states burned his 

books in their parking lots. It was outright banned in three, and in Colombia, where his books had 

found success in translation. That was when he'd had his run-in with the law: he'd been all over the 

news at the time, and the local sentry feared he'd start a riot at the Derby.

His father stopped playing, and broke up his reverie. Oscar glanced over impatiently, and saw 

Luther chatting up Nikki the waitress, doing a trick with a dollar bill. She stuck one hip out to the side 

in polite curiosity. Oscar sighed, and looked back at the stars on the ceiling. He remembered his mother 

hanging his up, on his birthday, long ago. He had stars and planets on his shirt that day, too, he knew 

that from a photo. He had always loved stars. His mother stood on a chair and stuck each one where he 
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wanted it, asking “How about this little one? Over here, by the lamp?” until every star was placed in 

the sky with precision. This wasn't the sort of job Luther could have done. He wouldn't have 

understood how each one had its proper place, he wouldn't have understood needing to see that done. 

This was the thing that Oscar had most in common with his mother, though it could drive them both 

crazy: they were never satisfied with anything less than perfection.

“Rebekah had always known,” Kofax wrote, “ever since she first saw the sun rise over the Wine 

Sea that morning on Naxos 4, that she was destined to be one of the great lovers. Her youth was gold or 

better even in the grand economy of hearts and bodies, priceless in every market. But she had yet to 

learn to spend it only where it would go on enriching her.” Oscar read through Book 1, Rebekah's 

youth on the capitol planet of Ithaka; about her love affairs with Reginald, the Count of 

NewFreeServCorp and with Jake, the sensitive breeder in her father's menagerie. All Things in Time 

was far heavier on erotic content than Kofax's earlier books, which were already known as quite racy. 

Rebekah's verdant breasts bounced on beds and desks and baled space grasses all over the universe. All 

told there were six detailed descriptions of her lovers' genitalia, which as they came from many species 

did each have a quite distinct character.

When he'd read past the second of these, and Jake the breeder came inside her underneath the 

five-dimensional baobab tree, Oscar closed the book and smiled. The sun had set outside the Francis 

Drake. Sophie would be back at the house soon, and Luther had to play for another two hours. It was 

time to go home. He stood up and nodded goodbye to his father. He waved at Nikki, who lifted two 

fingers.  He left the Drake with All Things in Time in his pocket, and the stars on his mind.
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3 

“I have to go,”

“I think you should. I think it's a great idea. I'm not arguing with you.” 

He looked back into Sophie's eyes. Somehow he'd expected a different reaction. “Yes. Well, 

then, I'm going to go,” he said experimentally.

“Go. I think I'm going to a reading tonight, too.”

They argued for a while about Sophie's obedience to the social schedule set by the great Andy 

Wiley, until ultimately Oscar was not only encouraged but ordered to get out of the house for the 

evening. He walked south around the park to kill time before heading to Finster's, stretching out in the 

grass field where he'd gone for soccer practice in the third grade.

He meant to finish up All Things in Time. He'd read on a few chapters more, through Rebekah 

Monsanto's stay at Deneb Tau U, to where she splits from her clone, Eliza-el. He looked at this reading 

as study; Oscar tried to divine as he read what he could of Kofax's personality, to get a preview of 

tonight's encounter. He knew not to expect the licentious beast on the back covers, but the tone of the 

pages was so different that it seemed like an opposite extreme, as though the real Kofax must lie 

somewhere in between. His storytelling voice was childlike in enthusiasm for its fantastical content, 

and absurdly sentimental in on interpersonal subjects, but the whole thing was shot through with a 

flavor of irony. “We know love does not always end so politely,” he might write. “There is nothing 

quite like one's first foolish hope;” “Observe the nimble erections of the lunar fleet, tracing their desires 

in the sky.” Somehow Oscar didn't expect to meet that tender heart tonight, either. 

The book lay open on his chest, but he fell into daydreaming. He was excited by the thought of 

meeting Solomon Kofax for a handful of reasons. First, of course, he loved the man's work and 
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admired his mind, and so desired to become intimate with it. But there was also the fact that the author, 

whose role in Oscar's life had always been significant but also very abstract, would soon take on the 

reality of a physical presence. The cult of Kofax was changing from a less-wholesome Mickey Mouse 

Fan Club to a real social avenue, leading straight to somewhere Oscar had always wanted to be.

Heat caressed him. Proper sleep took him over, and he dreamt. It was a hazy dream, less storied 

than a night dream. It was only a series of images, like a slideshow. He saw himself back at school, at a 

party of incredible size. He was climbing up and down the stairs in the large house where the party was 

taking place; he was chasing a girl. He saw himself split in half. There were two of him. One went left 

and one right; the girl too had split in half. He shot a man in the chest. A unicorn galloped past him. 

Two men in long coats yanked him up by the shoulders. He woke up.

There was an awful treble pain in his face and the skin of his arms. A homeless man in a black 

hat stood over him.

“This is my spot.”

Oscar blinked. He grabbed his hat and looked up at the man. “I'm sorry,” he responded on 

instinct. The man smelled like beer and deodorant. 

“This is my spot. You got to talk to Jimmy.”

Oscar clambered to his feet. He stood about a head taller than the man, who had his grey head 

and beard shaven down for utility, like an old grizzled mercenary. He had a little tattoo of a flower, in 

the grimy crease beside his right eye. His clothes were black and glazed with grime. He looked as if he 

had come a long way.

Oscar wiped sweat from his forehead. It was burnt, slightly toasted, from the hour of sun it had 

soaked up while he slept. The little old man looked up at him with innocent reproach, like a small child 

who has caught a grown-up breaking a rule. “I'm sorry,” Oscar repeated, making a show of stepping 

over to the side by a few feet.
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“You gotta be careful,” the man lisped at him. “I knew a guy who looked just like you. Lost his 

spot,” the guy said shamefully, hanging his head. “Got to talk to Jimmy.” 

Oscar started to walk away. The man kept talking, not quite looking at him. Oscar couldn't tell if 

he was expected to respond. He felt pity, as the man shrank in his vision, and he finally looked away. 

Oscar might not have been able to deal with the world as it presented itself to him, but he felt worse for 

those who never had a choice. That poor guy might have wanted it all, once. He might have had it. 

Wife, kids, dental practice. Then it all craps out on you and bang! You've got a spot where you sleep in 

a soccer field and not much else. All the more reason not to buy in. Life was a thief and a dealer of 

cards. You could trust it not to play fair.

Oscar shifted in his folding chair. Old Finster's was packed; the boot-scuffed floor of the foyer 

had been pushed clear of kiosks and new book displays, and laid out with seats for a few dozen. Oscar 

had been lucky to find a spot right in the front middle, with two empty seats on either side of him. He 

set his hat precisely on his lap, shifting it by a few millimeters this way and that in anticipation. He 

looked around at the crowd. They weren't the types he had expected to see here. Somehow Oscar had 

imagined that if anyone besides himself did actually read Kofax' stuff, they would be like him: young, 

probably lonely, unemployed. But these people looked “grown up,” like they could have been out at a 

restaurant with his mother; they had black clothes on, and sunglasses tucked into their coat pockets. 

They might have been there because of Kofax' story, his fame and disappearance. They didn't really 

seem like readers.

What really stood out to Oscar was their spines. While he sat upright in their midst, all these 

people were twisted: they bent towards the people and things they were interested in like flowers 

feeling around for the sun. It was clear that each brought with them some serious hunger, in which 

they'd tied up all of their energy. One person might want power over others, like the woman with big 
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teeth rolling her eyes while her friends curled around her; another might want sex, like the young curly-

haired boy and girl circling the stack together;  everyone had come because they thought they might 

find their beloved thing here. It was clear, just from looking at them, that that was the only reason 

they'd go anywhere.

It was basically the same for Oscar, of course. The only difference was that where these people 

had desires and objectives quite clearly defined, the object of Oscar's deep hunger was still itself a 

negative space. As we've said he felt quite clearly that he was meant for great, unusual things, but didn't 

yet know what they were. He tended always towards those choices which seemed to promise him 

knowledge of that grand purpose. But they never did; life had ushered him, he felt, through a series of 

lobbies but not yet shown him inside. But the immaturity of his raison d'etre did not make Oscar feel 

inferior to the people around him. On the contrary, he looked down on them; they had their consolation 

prizes; he was still in line for the highest good. As it was, however, he didn't know where it was coming 

from, so unlike the others, he had no locus toward which to point his backbone. He sat up straight for a 

while, turning from side to side until he'd seen all he could. He ogled the empty podium. But his eyes 

came to rest, in the end, on his crotch.

A bang came from behind him, and a jingle as the door was thrown open against the wall. Two 

men in long coats stood at the top of the foyer steps, tugging off their gloves finger by finger. They 

looked as if they'd come in from a different season, maybe even another year. 

There were two of them, just like there had been in his dream. One was short, and one was tall: 

the short one was white, and the tall one was brown. “Who is king but Epiphanes?!” shrieked the small 

man. The two split and headed opposite ways down the stairs. “Say—do you know?” He looked at 

Oscar, eyebrows raised.

“Who is king but Epiphanes?” the big man echoed in a caramel baritone, “Bravo! Bravo.” He 

rounded the divider rope near the register.
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“There is none but Epiphanes,” the other resumed. “No—there is none.” He stood at one end of 

Oscar's row. The big man stood at the other.

“So tear down the temples—” They started down the row toward him, jostling kneecaps.

“And put out the sun!” The two fell into giggles and riotous laughter, each clapping a hand on 

one of Oscar's shoulders, and plopping down on either side of him. The tall dark man was shaved, with 

an ornate cloth skullcap. The other, the short one, was pale and dark-haired, with an old-fashioned 

beard and a bowler. Their spines, Oscar noticed, were pointed nowhere at all. They weren't desperate, 

like the crowd's; they weren't vacant, like his. They danced in place, like candle flames.

The little one turned to Oscar. “Are we late, kid?”

He shook his head, looking up at them. They removed their hats. He realized how uneasily his 

fingers rested on his own.

“This is a rare treat,” said the big man, pleased. 

“Kofax hasn't stuck out his head in a decade.”

Oscar nodded, forgetting his discomfort. “You've seen him before?”

The men burst out laughing.

Chuck Finster, the bookstore's owner, raised his hands at the front of the room. He was a small, 

delicate man, with woolly brown hair like a sheepdog. He blinked a few times. “Welcome, everyone,” 

he started, but did not finish his sentence. He blinked again, looking off to the side of the stage. He 

stuck an arm out toward the stacks. “Solomon Kofax.” The crowd applauded. The men on either side of 

Oscar whistled exuberantly.

Oscar would have expected slow motion. He would have expected the coming of a sudden 

spacious silence, charged with moment, as his hero slid into the room. He would have expected to feel 

the world change around him. What happened instead was that a couple of people coughed, Chuck 

Finster backed into a folding chair and stumbled to catch himself, and a wrinkled little man in a brown 
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suit shuffled out and took the podium. He did not look at the audience; he had with him a pile of books 

and paper, which he rifled through grumpily, as if he'd just been woken up from a nap.

This was Solomon Kofax. He didn't snarl. He didn't bite the heads off of any chickens. He didn't 

even look very fearsome. He looked like somebody's neighbor, or a history professor. He had an oval 

fringe of curly mouse-gray hair, and a simple white shirt on under his corduroy jacket and trousers. His 

face was deeply creased, like a worn leather glove, and scarred from what must have been terrible acne; 

his eyes were simple and black, tucked away in the deep folds. He tried to imagine this man with 

prostitutes in Thailand. He tried to visualize an insincere circumcision.

Oscar looked from side to side, at his new companions, to see if they registered any surprise or 

informative reaction at the author's appearance. They did not; they both stared giddily ahead, as if the 

old man was up there doing backflips.

Kofax looked up, and cleared his throat. Oscar snapped to attention. 

“All things in time,” the author started, “will learn to wonder what purpose is written for them. 

A great many will die before learning to stop. Rebekah Monsanto resolved early in life that she would 

be one of those who knew.” Oscar recognized the excerpt: it was the last chapter of All Things in Time, 

actually just the part he had meant to read next before falling asleep. 

The reading was actually terrible. Kofax's voice was high, dry, and nasal, stentorian; he sounded 

like he was reading a constitutional bylaw, not a novel. The voice almost sounded affected, as if he 

were mocking his own work. At times he'd pause and look up at the crowd, as if to see if they were 

falling for it. The room grew warm with the breath of the crowd. Kofax varied neither his speed nor his 

volume as he read, so that gradually his voice became a somnolent droning. Oscar seemed to sink into 

the wooden floor, the men at his sides sagging over him. The two men shared a powerful smell, of 

something old and earthy, buried. In this womblike setting, Oscar's mind grew sleepy, and dim.

He had come in search of the destiny that a childhood full of reading stories had taught him to 
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expect. He was sitting among the stacks of the bookstore where nearly all of that reading had happened, 

and reading to him was the author who had touched him more and more deeply than any other. But for 

some reason, perhaps simply because it was too good to be true, he lost his grip. The things before him 

ran into dream; his head nodded, and after waking a few times and then letting it fall again he slumped 

against the tall man on his right. The men's overcoats grew together, blotting him out.

His dream, like his other that afternoon, looked a lot like the scene where he already sat. 

Solomon Kofax stood up at the front of the room, picking fat buzzing flies from a crack in a log; they 

took off noisily in lazy corkscrews. Down the aisles all around them, the shelves gave way to trees and 

forest; the electric-lit reading room stood alone in a sea of green shadow.

Oscar stood up. The men beside him were wicker apes, with stiff elbows and button eyes. The 

author reading at the front of the room was an ape too, in pink make-up, a horrible fake apparition. He 

clambered through the chairs—the other people were translucent specters—towards the shelves, and 

the darkness beyond where he felt the air, cooler and cloying, call out to him. He saw the unicorn flash 

its white muzzle behind the trunk of a wet, mossy fir.

The tall man shook him awake. The people were clapping. Kofax lowered his head in a single 

bow, and walked off. 

Oscar shook his head. “That was it?”

“That was it,” said the little man on his left, patting his vest to confirm the existence of 

cigarettes. “He was good, I thought.”

The tall man stood up. “It was not his best work.”

“It was subtle. Many-layered. Conveyed a finely aged contempt.”

“I suppose.” The tall man turned to Oscar. “What did you think, as a layperson?”

Oscar rubbed his eyes. “I'm not sure what you mean, but I'm actually kind of disappointed. All  

Things in Time was always one of my favorites. But I kinda thought he'd be... different, I guess.”
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“You mean to say flamboyant.”

“I think he means to say controversial.”

“Impious.”

“Rude.”

Oscar shook his head. “Not necessarily. Just...I thought he'd have more personality. I didn't 

know what kind.” He looked down. 

The men in coats looked at each other. “He's disappointed.”

“He is.” They each grabbed one of Oscar's shoulders, and hoisted him up. “How would you like 

to come out for a drink? We've got a bit of a party on back at the Lodge.”

Oscar looked at them, felt their hands on his shoulders. This was fast.

“I know this is fast, kid, but we do have to get back. I swear to God we're not going to eat you.”

“He's also sworn a lot of other things to God, of course.”

“Don't distract him.”

“Just this morning he swore that swans were geese, several times.”

“A type of geese.”

“They are not.”

Oscar pushed away, parting the vacated folding chairs. “I don't know. I've got to get home, too.” 

He thought of Sophie, out with Andy Wiley, coming home to find him gone.

“We can call you a cab later on. Our treat.”

Oscar eyed them. Both men raised up their hands, as if he'd pointed a gun at them. He looked 

them over for signals. They both had gloves on, which was odd, like their long coats. But their faces 

were inviting. They both feigned terror, like he had when Sophie shot him in the bedroom, but their 

eyes declared humor, and patience, and above all good intentions. All the same, they were strange, and 

they were strangers, and he needed to be home for Sophie.
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“I think you can afford to play hooky one night, kid.” The short man extended a hand.

There were three pieces of evidence in favor of going that led Oscar to finally do so. First, the 

little man in the bowler had a charming way of reading his mind and also called him “kid,” which made 

him feel cinematic if not outright heroic. Second was the way that the tall one did not seem so eager, 

but simply stood by, gazing on as if at ocean waves lapping the shore. The third reason was the 

argument he'd had with Sophie just before leaving her house, that afternoon. “Doesn't it bother you to 

let Wiley set your schedule?” he had asked. “I'm not just jealous, I'm actually curious.”

No, it did not bother her. For Sophie politics, and culture of the kind her cadre dabbled in, were 

a primary cause out of which many other things flowed. She did what Andy Wiley wanted because 

through Andy Wiley, her cause had reached out and spoken to her. If it spoke through someone else, 

she would go out with them, instead. Oscar would have liked to object that it was nice for her to have a 

guru so young and good-looking, but he couldn't. He knew Sophie was telling the truth. She did find a 

great deal of satisfaction in her activist projects, she did look up to Wiley as a teacher and she did 

benefit from his leadership. Oscar had to admit that beyond his being jealous over her as his girlfriend, 

he envied her intimate relationship to the force that inspired her. So Oscar felt, confronted by these two 

men in Finster's, that perhaps the time had come; his own as-yet-undeclared purpose stood knocking on 

the doorstep. An invitation had come, that he'd wanted too long to resist.

So he went.
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4

The black Oldsmobile sped through a tunnel of lamplight. A cracked ceiling of leaves reached 

in bowers out over the street, sheltering the road from the darkness of night. They were outside the city, 

to the North, though where exactly Oscar didn't know.

“There used to be a whole town out here, Thompsonville. City people burned it to the ground 

about a hundred years back.” The short man, Roger, pulled a flask from his coat pocket and unscrewed 

the cap with a finger and thumb. He took a drink and passed it back to Oscar. “The O'Riordans bought 

up the land and built a mansion.”

“When the family dispersed, they turned it into a hotel,” said Abraham, the tall man. “That is 

more or less what it is now.”

Oscar drank Roger's whiskey, and watched the dark firs and maples fly past the car window. 

The things around him seemed to shift and ripple, like the surface of a pond disturbed by something 

swimming underneath it. Oscar wondered what sinuous creature lay beyond the mirrored surface. He 

could almost see its scales sliding past.

“And you live there,” he asked to clarify, lazily.

“In a manner of speaking. We are staying there at present. We have been staying there for quite 

a while. We stay at the disposal of our good friend, whom you will meet shortly.”

“It's his party.”

“Precisely.”

They drove in silence. Oscar drank Roger's whiskey and watched as the road began to wind 

through the trees, up a hill. Roger hummed through his nose as he handled the curves. They broke up 

out of the valley, and Oscar saw the city glowing down below them, the river a silver strip down its 
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middle. They climbed the switchbacks to the top of the plateau, where Roger spun out into a wide 

gravel driveway. Oscar stepped out.

The Grand Thompsonville Lodge, from the outside, resembled a great white Victorian palace, 

with undertones of Southern plantation sprawl. Its open windows were orange with the fires of 

carousal; many chimneys streaked the night sky with smoke. The building seemed to trundle forward, 

charge even, instead of sitting there like so many did.

It resembled a battleship on the inside, too—Abraham opened the big double doors for him, 

“voilá,” he'd said—a mess of stairs leading this way and that from the aortal lobby, cap-and-jacket 

servers running here and there with kegs and trays of canapés. A rug that occupied a space the size of 

Sophie's two-car garage sprawled out in front of them; they strode across it, towards the wide scalloped 

stairway that led straight ahead. They climbed at least seven floors in the ventricle column before 

breaking off down a red-carpeted hallway. The electric lights here were old-fashioned, big cylindrical 

bulbs behind yellowed glass. Oscar heard different noises from each door as they passed: a typewriter, 

an accordion, a game of charades. He heard a girl start giggling while rehearsing a duet. He heard the 

muffled rebuke of her partner.

They halted in front of a glass-paneled door labeled S32, from behind which came the sound of 

men talking, but too loud and too many for Oscar to make out about what. Roger knocked, and the 

hubbub died down; he saw a figure, diffuse, approach the door.

It cracked open, held fast by a chain. A bald little old man with huge glasses peeked through. 

“Teddy says you can't come in unless you've got his palmiers.”

Abraham reached in his coat and extracted a package of cookies. He waggled it in front of the 

door's crack, which slid shut and then opened again, all the way. Oscar felt the lizard moving again, 

beneath the surface of things. He walked into the room, let the noise of it wash over him, like stepping 

out of the shade and into the sun. Abraham and Roger pushed him forward, so that he stood in the 
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middle of a room filled up with men of all sizes and colors, crowding tables and couches and leaned 

against the walls. The party here in swing resembled something from another century; everyone here 

seemed as out of place in the world Oscar knew as Roger and Abraham were. They might have been 

aboard the Nautilus, or crowding out Tolstoy's summer house. He wasn't sure what he'd walked in on.

He did see one woman, amid the beards and vests and pocketwatches: red-faced and robust, she 

too was dressed like a man, but for a square foot of cleavage. There was a feather in her hat. “Easy for 

you say, Teddy,” she was saying. “you haven't had a pragmatic thought in your life.”

“But that's not true!” replied the man she was talking to, coyly. “I had the one, many years ago; 

it was so efficient, however, that I was able to retire immediately.” The man sipped his wine, shifting in 

his seat; his legs were inert beneath him, and two canes leaned against the chair where he was sitting. 

He had a little white beard, a funny cap on, and looked at Oscar out of the corner of his eye when he 

said “efficient.”  Oscar sat down on a padded bench across from him.

“It's been all cake and roses since then, eh Teddy?” asked a shaven-faced sycophant whose 

name Oscar would later learn was Murphy Kalkavage. 

“And a fair bit of wine,” said Teddy, lifting his glass. People laughed. The old man twinkled like 

a starlet; it was clear he was used to the attention.

Abraham emerged from the next room with a bottle and glasses. “The reading,” he announced, 

“was abominable.” He handed a wine glass to Oscar. It hadn't been obvious, under his coat, but he had 

on a long grey robe and loose trousers. Oscar wondered where he was from.

“Oh, I'm sorry to hear that,” said the man in the chair, “Was he having fun, at least?”

“Didn't look like it.” Abraham bent to fill Oscar's glass. Old Magellan, the bottle read. A clipper 

ship in purple ink was shown in the throes of a storm on the label.

“What a shame.”

Oscar tasted the wine. It was sticky and dark. He didn't know much about wine; he didn't know 
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anything about it actually. But it was good, for its bitterness, like a push-up.

“You, young man, you were there?” The old man gestured toward Oscar, with a gentle sideways 

beckoning movement.

“Ah, yeah.” he looked back to Abraham, for approval. “I'm Oscar.”

“Teddy Archer,” said the old man quickly. “Did you like it?”

Oscar slid his hat back to scratch his head. “Not at all, actually. I've been a big fan, you know, 

for years, so I thought it would be pretty great, but it was...” he waved his hand in the air.

“It was what?”

“It wasn't much.” Oscar shrugged. “It seemed like he didn't really give a shit. Like, I don't 

know, like it was just somewhere he had to be. I don't get it, I don't see why he'd give a reading if he 

didn't want to.” He was starting to blush; he hid his face in his wine.

The old man smiled bitterly, and looked away. 

“He'll be fine, Arch,” said Roger.

“To be sure,” said Abraham.

The old man pawed the air. Oscar looked at him. “You guys know him, don't you? Kofax?”

They all laughed, and Oscar smiled, though he didn't see why it was so funny. “We know 

Solomon Kofax entirely too well,” said Teddy Archer. “Let's talk about something else. In fact, let's not 

talk at all, for a moment. Do you have a drink? You do. Let's have another, shall we?” He drained his 

glass and tapped the woman with the feather, pointing toward the bottle of wine.

Roger sat down at Oscar's side, slinging an arm around his shoulder. “Kofax and Teddy don't get 

along like they used to.” 

Teddy nodded, glaring down at his glass as it splashed full of wine. “Some men lack all 

substance,” he said, stifling a grin.

“No integrity,” Roger added, grinning. 
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The old man reached across and filled Oscar's glass, too. He felt a lightness: as though the 

particles that made up the physical world were all growing excited and less dense. Everything: the old 

man's smiling face and newsboy cap, the glass of wine, the long green tapestry; all expanded as if 

dissolved into gas. He felt he could sniff at the space in between, maybe play with it. The veil thus 

lifted, he saw the reptile move. It slid and flitted in its S's here and there behind the separated tiles of 

sight and sound. It gobbled time. 

Oscar drank. There was more wine, and whiskey, and more wine. They played darts. Teddy 

played the piano. He told stories. He told the story of Tom, who got rich selling counterfeit relics of 

war. He told the very sad story of Mary, who played a beautiful cello but lost first her fine husband and 

then her life to alcoholic dissipation; Teddy held his wine glass up in the light as he drew out the 

conclusion. He told a very funny story, about an overweight senator who burst his shirt buttons during a 

filibuster. “It hit the stenographer smack in the eye!”

Oscar understood that technically, the room where he was enjoying himself was quite crowded 

and if he'd introduced himself around he might have met all sorts of interesting people. But for some 

reason this man, Teddy Archer, was the only thing Oscar could see. It was a little bit like meeting a girl, 

in the sense that Oscar felt very physically tied to the man, desiring strongly to be near him, though it 

was not the man's body that appealed to him. It was the way that he moved, winked and smiled; Teddy 

Archer was a very beautiful person, he was aware of it, he had the tools of the beautiful well in his 

hands and he plied them to please others; he was not an abuser, not a vampire or manipulator. You 

could tell by how easily he forgot one conversation and began the next—he was pursuing no master 

agenda. “I love the sound of that word,” he might interrupt. “'Anonymity.' It's so tender, don't you 

think? A pleasure for closed doors.”

He was curious about Oscar, too: he interviewed him for a while at the piano, plunking out a 

slow étude as the boy talked. Oscar was more than a little drunk, so he rambled, and grew slightly 
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bombastic. “Oh yeah, me and Kofax, Solomon Kofax is like—I wouldn't be who I am without Solomon 

Kofax.” The old man smiled encouragingly, leaning into the keys. Oscar frowned, unsatisfied with his 

phrasing. “Before I read Mourning Star,” he said, wide-eyed, fingers splayed out on his chest, “I didn't 

even know who I was.” Teddy laughed, and asked about his family. “My mother has completely bought 

in,” he said. “It's like she's on the worst ride at Disneyland and she thinks it's the whole world. My dad, 

too, man...it's even worse. He's in like the gift shop.”  He went on about Sophie, too, for a long time. 

“She talks about these big ideas, but I don't know...I mean she was a cheerleader too, you know? For a 

year. Sometimes I think she just wants to be told what to care about, but I don't get that. That's, like, the 

worst thing. She's got a lot going on. She's a really good artist, you know? But she thinks it's selfish.” 

At this, at the whole subject of Sophie, the old man shook his head with sympathy. Archer 

seemed to find it cute that Oscar thought so much and hard about these things, as if problems with 

girlfriend and mother were something one outgrew and cast off like baby teeth. He drank his wine; he 

dyed his own old teeth purple and laughed, his only heard answer music, at Oscar's youth.

When the crowd had thinned out, Roger rolled up a joint. Teddy lit it, puffing up a thin bonfire. 

They were talking about reincarnation. “I was a monk in my former life,” said the old man, “a 

Benedictine, with a vegetable garden, near the ocean somewhere. Never could have done it twice in a 

row; balance is everything. Much better off this way.” He handed the torch to Oscar.

He had tried marijuana a few times back in college, and didn't much like it. He remembered 

sitting stupefied in the corner booth of an all-night breakfast restaurant, drawing a wide crayon spiral 

on the white paper tablecloth and thinking about his dead grandmother while his friends cracked up 

over the humorous dish names (Jumpin' Jivin' Jelly Jamwich, The Blintzes of our Discontent). But that 

was Joey “Coker” Coker and his filthy green bong, in the back of a minivan. This was, apparently, 

Thompsonville.

Oscar bit the apple hard, hacking like a gut-sick dog. Roger took it from him as he flopped over 
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onto his knee, his diaphragm spasming. “What was I, Teddy?” Roger asked, blowing smoke rings.

“Oh I don't know. The important thing to remember is that it's all a single series of episodes. I 

was you once, or you were me, at one time.”

Oscar sat up. He saw the grain in the dark lacquered panel on the wall behind Teddy start 

moving, as if dripping with sap. He closed his eyes.

“So who comes last?”

“Oh I don't know, the future Buddha I suppose. Some kind of resynthesized Godhead. Collects 

them all up as one.”

“And then shuts the book?”

“Possibly. But then of course he'd open it back up, and start again.”

“Be the first.”

Oscar's head spun. He hadn't noticed the pattern in the tapestry hung over Teddy's head. It was 

the Garden of Eden. He'd had too much to drink. The embroidered leaves fluttered over a dramatically 

foreshortened river. Adam drank from the stream, a lion lying beside him, while Eve stood at the tree 

with the serpent, who in this depiction stood on two legs, like a man.

“There's a story someone told me once, that this reminds me of, tangentially of course, you 

understand. Do you mind?”

“Is this the one with the golden frog?”

“No, that's different—I do like that one, though.” 

Oscar sat back in his chair, his head lolling back. He considered the ornately beveled ceiling, the 

chandelier, the long green curtains. He closed his eyes again.

“This one starts with a man who wakes up in Hell.”

Oscar drifted off. He did not dream; the wine and weed saw to that. He simply slept, awash in 

noise and many-colored darkness.
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Oscar woke up alone, and hung over, in that order. He was in Sophie's bed; they had called him 

a cab, after all. But Sophie wasn't. He lay still. The sun was too high to shine through the window; it 

must have been after noon. He felt awful. Dreadful though it may have been to wake up with a 

headache and crimped stomach, et cetera, to thirst like a man in the desert,  it was worse still for Oscar 

to realize that he'd stayed out all night without Sophie's consent, and that though he had come back, she 

was gone.

In the several months he had lived with her, neither he nor she had made a move without 

declaring it first, not had so much as a sandwich out without checking in. Oscar knew that some might 

call such a partnership unhealthy, but it was the status quo. Sophie wished he would do more, but she 

felt deeply threatened by the thought of his loyalty to her being undermined. Complete transparency 

was necessary between them, if she was to feel secure. Whatever he decided to do with himself, she 

wanted to be part of the process. She'd decided this on their first night together, that winter. Sophie 

knew too, as Oscar did, that many would criticize her for this. But just as she forgave Oscar his 

idleness, because of the urgency of her need, she hoped that any looking on would forgive her.

What she feared most was that she was indeed, as they play-acted, a sort of foul witch holding 

him hostage, preventing him from living out his own life. She dreaded being accused of this (though he 

had not thus accused her) and lived in constant suspicion that Oscar would soon and abruptly abandon 

her, as her father had. So when Oscar went from Finster's to Thompsonville and stayed out all night, 

what she saw was a jailbreak, an awful accusatory piece of misbehavior that labeled her as his captor 

and nanny. Where Oscar saw himself escaping from mundanity, hunting down his unicorn, she only 

saw him sneaking out, and felt both jealousy and terrible guilt. 
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He did not know all this. At the time, he knew only that she had left him there, sweating out 

alcohol, stinking of smoke. He did not remember falling into bed around sunrise, or kissing the back of 

her neck hello; he did not remember her rising and watching him fall back to sleep in the blue morning 

light. She had gotten up, showered, and walked out with tears in her eyes.

She was feeding the ducks now; she felt better. Oscar, on the other hand, felt wretched. As we 

have said he was not a wine drinker, not much of a drinker at all at that time. He felt a band of baling 

twine cinch tight around his cranium. His tongue was sticky and thick, like a drying wad of glue. He 

crawled out of the bed to the bathroom, and vomited. 

He felt like he was striking the ground now, after jumping incredibly high. The revelry of last 

night, its levity, had gone sour and turned into bone-crushing gravity. Oscar struggled to stand up and 

flush, to bend over the sink and drink water. He crawled back into bed, staring up at the ceiling. The 

cottage-cheese plaster turned his stomach again; he rolled over to calm it. He recalled the feeling he'd 

gotten the night before, of the world become light and diffuse. Today it felt like a black hole. The 

memory of lightness tantalized him. He felt the earth pull him down, through the mattress, towards its 

center, to crush him into molten goo. He gasped to breathe.

He passed back out and slept through the worst of it, another two hours, mercifully. When he 

woke up the part of him that felt physically horrible lay like a gel atop the rest; all it needed was to be 

scraped away. He still had a terrible thirst, so he shuffled to the kitchen, where he filled a carafe and 

flopped down flat on the floor, on his back. The cat curled up on his stomach. It was almost dark out.

He lay there for a while, but felt no better. As his hangover wore off, his guilt and dread grew 

more acute. Sophie had not come home, meaning that either she was still so upset or so mad that she 

intended to spend a whole day on her retribution, or that she'd moved on to the day's engagements still 

upset, which he wasn't sure he liked better—he hated thinking of her out there with her friends, 

speaking ill of him or feeling grateful to be distracted from him. They had this in common.
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He tried to eat some cottage cheese, to set his stomach back on track, but it didn't sit well, and 

he stopped after just a few spoonfuls. He supposed Sophie had probably just gone out. Maybe she 

wasn't even upset, after all (some part of Oscar did know that this thinking was wishful). He gave the 

cat some treats, and made tea.

She came home around nine, once his day was entirely wasted. She found him passed out once 

more, on the floor by the fireplace, on her father's white rug. A half-eaten peanut butter sandwich lay 

next to his head, which had fallen a little too close to the fire. Two or three of the longest hairs on the 

top of his head reached up toward it, and had curled at the tips.

She went to the kitchen and drew a knife from the block. She took the cutting board, and some 

cheese from the fridge. Half of yesterday's baguette sat sliced in the fruit bowl, and she grabbed that 

too. She sat down on his chest.

He woke up with a start, and would have flailed, but she was dense for her size and pinned him 

tight to the ground; plus she had a big knife. “What the fuck,” he sputtered blindly.

“Good morning, starshine,” she said coldly, cutting into the cheese. 

Oscar blinked. His wrists were trapped beneath her knees. “You came home,” he said.

“Yes, I did. Aren't you glad?” She did not look at him, just kept slicing the cheddar, into neat 

little squares.

“Where'd you go?”

“I went out, Oscar. Where did you go?”

“I was—”

She set the knife down hard, and looked straight in his eyes. “You know what? Don't tell me.”

“I'm sorry.”

She was silent. Sophie buried the tip of the blade in the cutting board and swiveled it. You might 
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think it odd that fearing Oscar's condemnation, and not wishing to seem like a captor or witch, she 

chose to assert her insecurity by pinning him to the ground and brandishing a knife. But this irony had 

not escaped her. It was carefully calculated, in fact. To wield the knife and hold him down, to attack his 

freedom so physically and overtly, was an exaggeration designed to permit her to limit it really. If she 

mocked her own desperation in this way, the understanding would be that her desire for his loyalty was 

both simple and reasonable. Distracted by the comic threat of violence, he would overlook the real 

violence in her feeling, which if he found it might drive him away.

Sophie teared up. “Were you with a girl?”

“Hah! No.”

“Don't laugh!” Sophie glared at him. “You don't get to laugh at me.” She crossed her arms and 

looked away.

Oscar wriggled his wrists free, and held her thighs. “I'm really sorry.”

Sophie cried. “Were you mad?”

“No, I wasn't. I should have called you, or come home, I'm sorry.”

She put the cutting board down on the floor, and fell onto him. She clutched his bare skin like 

cloth with her fingers. He felt hot tears flow out on his clavicle.

“I met some people.”

“I don't want to know, I don't want to know,” Sophie sobbed. Her body shook, her belly pressing 

into his. She squeezed his hips with her knees.

Oscar felt the fire hot on the top of his head, and scooted them both down an inch or two. He 

put his hands on her back, and felt her lungs rise and fall beneath her shirt. She was warm and upset; 

sweat collected beneath the thin cotton. He held her, trying to be as still and as solid as he could.

He remembered the first time he and Sophie had been alone together, a few years before. They 

were sixteen; this was just a few months before he'd gotten his hat. He was dating her friend Molly, and 
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they were out at some dance together, homecoming or something. There were four of them: Oscar, 

Molly, Sophie, and Sophie's date, Darryl Moody. Darryl got bored and left to get drunk with the girls 

from the dance team, and Sophie cried. She came outside to where Oscar was sitting to cool off and he 

held her there, like he was doing now. It was not a lover kind of holding: though it shared a border with 

eroticism, this embrace was one that went beyond sex. Sophie was reaching for a pillar she could build 

a world upon, and Oscar didn't have the hard to tell her that that pillar wasn't him. He played the role, 

and let her find what she could in his arms. If in the end, she felt supported by him, he didn't know.

She kissed his neck, and he squeezed her. He was anxious to tell her, actually, about everything 

that had happened the night before, but he could wait. They lay a while by the fire. When some time 

had passed she kissed him once again, and he responded, trying to hold her still closer. Her body grew 

soft. They made love on the floor, beside the uneaten bread and cheese: she pulled him into her, 

demanding him, as if gasping for air.

End Section I. 

Oscar will continue to shuttle between home and Thompsonville for a bit and then finally settle in the  

latter. He falls in love with Teddy Archer. He loses Sophie. Solomon Kofax turns out to be a constructed  

personality shared between Archer (who wrote all the material) and a man named Shafan Zweibel, as  

yet not introduced, who appears as Kofax in public. Zweibel and Archer are old friends who have  

soured towards each other as this scheme has taken them in different directions. In the end, Archer kills  

himself “Harold & Maude” style, or maybe just somehow lets Oscar down. The moral of the story,  

basically, is that while Oscar needed Archer to teach him something about how to live, the living is still  

Oscar's to do.
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Section II

I've attached hereafter three chapters from the second half of my first draft, chosen to represent  

the general intention and level of artifice in that version and to emphasize those elements that I'm still  

looking to preserve. Previous drafts of this novel were far less realistic, and hinged on a single piece of  

philosophy: the notion that belief and expectation condition reality as we experience it and that  

therefore, all our wants can be satisfied by acts of ingenious conviction. Oscar was to study under  

Teddy, and that was the lesson content. While this theme will remain in play as I finish my current  

version, I've demoted and submerged it in the more realistic story. 

The story in this abandoned version goes roughly as follows: Oscar goes to stay at  

Thompsonville with Teddy Archer and study under him in the ways of professional leisure. Archer, it  

turns out, wrote Solomon Kofax's books. Solomon Kofax is a pseudonym, who due to the  

aforementioned metaphysical principle has manifested corporeally—the unsuspecting public believed  

he existed, so he came into being. He and Archer struggle for control of reality. The phantom Kofax,  

monster of unconsciousness,  assumes control of reality, and the whole picture kind of fades to black. In  

the end, this more baldly philosophical style did not quite satisfy. You can see here, however, some of  

what was once pushing me through this project, and still lurks beneath its surface.
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“It was twelve years ago when Solomon Kofax, drunk as Nero on absinthe, wandered out of a 

bar in the oldest part of Barcelona and into the hut of a syncretist fortune-teller.”

It was Friday morning; they were having their coffee out on the balcony, and Archer was 

smoking a small cigar in his wheelchair. Kofax was coming that afternoon, for a paycheck. Oscar was 

pressing the old man for details.

“His karmic state was such a mess, of course, that Dona Marisol was forced to pull out the 

heavy artillery. She closed up shop and laid out all her Qabalist charts, yarrow sticks, monkey feet and 

so forth,” Teddy said, exhaling smoke and waggling his fingers in the air to indicate the occult. 

“Solomon explained what he could about his situation, though she spoke very poor English and he no 

Spanish whatsoever.”

“She understood what had happened to him? About the Principle?”

“She understood the power of the mind,” Archer said, swallowing some coffee. “It is called by a 

great many names. What she said in the end was this. 'The man who is not your father,' she said, 

meaning of course me, 'this man, when he dies, your pain ceases.' That is how Solomon told it to me. 

Because of course, he does suffer a great deal.”

“He does?” Oscar asked.

“Well surely,” Archer said sadly. He held his cigar about an inch from his face, and a few flakes 

of ash drifted down to his lap. “It's not easy to be what he is. An average man is insubstantial enough to 

be miserable, and here he is barely real in the first place. That'd be painful for me, anyway. It is, in 

fact.”
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“And the gypsy told him that you were going to die?”

“Ten years, five months, and a day, that's what she told him. And then the bonds would be 

loosed. He took it as a death sentence, yes, and he clings to it now.” He puffed sadly on his cigar, 

gazing out into the middle distance above the Thompsonville lawn.

“But that's stupid!” said Oscar.

“Oh, I completely agree. Barcelona is dreadful in August.”

“I mean, it's stupid to believe that! She's just a fortune-teller!”

“Again, I would have to agree. But Solomon believes it, as I said, quite desperately. For him it 

is the very substance of hope. So I am not without a feeling of endangerment,” said the old man. He 

emitted a thick plume of smoke.

“I don't get it,” Oscar said, pouting. “Isn't science on your side? No one ever died before just 

because some gypsy said they were going to.”

“Now Oscar, if you're going to invoke science, you shouldn't make claims for which you have 

absolutely no proof. It's just embarrassing. Plenty of people have suffered from curses, ill omens, and 

destiny of all kinds, and you can tell them they haven't, but they will swear it up and down. You should 

understand this, by now; people believe whatever they need to. Solomon Kofax is a master believer, 

with the people behind him. And such a story is a compelling one; people will get behind it, the same 

people who brought him to life. They've invested in his narrative, they want it to be a good one. And 

now look! A death-feud! A gypsy curse! That's good stuff.”

“Gosh,” said Oscar. He drained his coffee, which had grown cold. His aspect shifted to one of 

alarm. “But you're not just rolling over for that, are you? You can do something! Or you already have, 

right?”

Archer turned a jeweler's eye toward the butt of his stogie. “Sadly I'm not sure what to do, 

Oscar, besides hope that he's wrong. I haven't got nearly the backing that he does.”
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“You've got oodles of friends,” Oscar said, waving an arm back at the Lodge.

“But no fan club,” the old man insisted. “It's really not the same.”

Wasn't it?  Didn't Teddy know how beloved he was? “Do the people here know you wrote 

Kofax's books?” he asked.

“The ones close to me do,” said the old man. “And they know what he is. But he's a spectacle to 

them. they can't feel, as I do, how it hurts us.” He grimaced.

Oscar looked at the fields, and then back to his friend. “I can feel it,” he said.

Archer patted his knee. “Thank you, Oscar.” He stubbed out his cigar and discarded it. He 

released a heavy breath, then grabbed his wheels. “Well,” he said, and turned back toward the suite. 

Quietly, he vanished.

Oscar sat and digested what the old man had said. He gazed out over the balcony to the fields 

below. There were men down there working, beyond the lawn, hoisting kegs and turning over sweating 

piles of compost. They'd been talking all morning, but most of what he'd picked up were more facts of 

the book-jacket kind. Solomon Kofax was a Pisces, for instance, in addition to being a terrible Jew. He 

was a Freemason, and awful at poker. Molecular facts of this kind were all Teddy could manage, it 

seemed. It was in this form, after all, that he'd first written the man into being. Briefly, Oscar wondered 

whether that was just the way Solomon was: factoidal. But there was something more to it. There was 

something about Kofax that made Archer go flat where he usually bubbled.

He stood up and returned to the suite. The old man was really threatened by that gypsy crap. 

He'd made an awfully big deal about how powerful Kofax was, or whatever. But how powerful could 

the guy be, if he needed handouts from Teddy to live?  It was weird to see Archer so put out by 

anything. There was noise in the parlor. Word had come from the lobby; Mr. Kofax was crossing the 

threshold.

Oscar tried to be cool, but he tripped on the carpet and capsized a side table, sending Abraham's 
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notes and a pitcher of coffee down whirling in entropy. Roger came from the kitchen and then tripped 

over Oscar, caught Murphy Kalkavage by the vest and incited a dogpile. Eddie Christian stopped to 

laugh but slipped in coffee as he picoted, and Andy dove on top of him like any loving brother would.

This was how Solomon found them, when he walked in the door, in an unseemly pile, Archer 

scowling over them, Abraham upright and scandalized at his side. It was better that way, more honest. 

If they'd had any time to think about it, they might have wasted time on some facade.

The Terrible Jew arched his eyebrows up above his sunglasses. “Just a business call, Archibald,” 

he said. “You didn't have to hire entertainment.”

Archer snorted, wheeling away from the dogpile. “Have a seat,” he said. “Chestnutt's not here 

yet.”

Solomon smiled widely. “Oh good.” He sidled up to the couch and sat down ceremoniously, 

pinching the knees of his brown pin-striped trousers and hoisting the cuffs.

The pile of men untangled itself, and Oscar, now soaking in coffee and red in the face, 

scrambled upright ungracefully. He bent down to wipe up the spill with a napkin and knocked down a 

fork, then a saucer with his head as he bent down for that—“Is the little one new?” he heard Solomon 

ask. Oscar turned to look at him. Maybe this guy was an asshole.

What he saw on the couch made him blink, and if he hadn't already knocked everything off of 

the table he was leaning on, he might have done so then. It was the man from Fanucci's—the creeper! 

He was even in the same hideous brown suit, and had a shit-eating grin on his face pointed straight at 

the boy. Oscar's mind went blank.

“Take a seat, champ,” said the author. His face was pitted with acne scars; Oscar felt he could 

make out every last one of the hairs thereupon, which were lined up like fruit trees, too regular and to 

widely spaced to ever form a beard.

Oscar looked down at his shirt, where the coffee was drying. “I should change,” he said, 
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blushing. He clambered between the two men to his chamber, and shut himself quickly inside. The 

others had disappeared, he realized, even Abraham, and he hadn't seen to where. Archer's voice came 

through the door, indistinct. Oscar took off his shirt. “...Burgeoning,” he heard Teddy say. “Potential.”

Oscar shaped up his costume and took a deep breath, pushing his door open with what he hoped 

would be consummate ease. It banged into the piano, and both men looked up at him.

“For God's sake, Oscar, sit down,” Archer said. He patted a seat on the sofa beside him and 

Oscar sat down, sheepishly. He looked to the old man for instruction, a guide of some kind to this 

situation, but got only a serious look.

It was Kofax who was the main event, here, but Oscar didn't want to look at him. He was on the 

couch opposite, leering right back. It occurred to Oscar that even two months ago, he might have 

jumped on the man with a basket of questions and flattery. But a great deal had gotten in the way.

“Jumpy kid, Tedsicle,” said Kofax. He pulled a leather pouch from his coat pocket, and waved it 

at Oscar. “Puff?” he did not wait for an answer, but flipped the bag open and pulled out his papers.

“Oscar here is a big fan of your work,” said Archer. It seemed that he didn't quite want to face 

the man, either, turning instead toward the balcony; he certainly didn't look at Oscar.

“Reeally,” said Kofax. He was rolling a joint,  from the stuff in his pouch, about the size of a 

permanent marker. He licked and lit it, once again uninvited, and inhaled voraciously. The man had an 

intensely plastic face, that curled in toward his mouth as he sucked in a cobweb of wrinkles and folds. 

“What's your favorite?” he asked from the throat, his vocal cords softened by the smoke pouring 

through them.

Oscar fidgeted, scratching his head. “Um, well, probably—”

“Don't say All Things In Time.” Solomon leaned towards him, and handed Archer the doobie, 

which to Oscar's surprise he accepted.

“Oh.” This was better, more like meeting Solomon Kofax ought to have been, Oscar thought. “I 
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guess Mourning Star. I liked the Bishop of Zax.”

Kofax nodded. “You know I based that on an old joke?” He stretched his arms out along the top 

of the couch.

“Really?”

“Oh, totally. The Abbot of Canterbury. I heard Francis Ponge tell it once at a party.”

Oscar felt a touch on his arm. Archer held out the joint, his other hand held in a fist to his face. 

His eyes were watering. “You did not,” he croaked at Kofax. “That was me and it was Cummings.”

Kofax scowled. “Lighten up, man, I'm just talking.”

“Oscar knows what you are,” Archer said, looking up at the ceiling. “Say whatever you want.”

“Oh gosh thanks, Theo, I will.” Solomon glared impatiently at the joint, which was smoldering 

pointlessly in Oscar's hand. He fumbled and made a display of engaging it, taking a hasty, gulping drag 

that burned his nose and throat at once; it was far too much; though it tasted like ginger and chamomile. 

He got a crackle of the papier-mache feeling, as he coughed, which was not good at all.

Kofax bent forward and snatched it from him, reappointing it to his own more experienced 

head.  “Alright fine, Tedward,” he said, smoke trickling from his nostrils. “Brass tacks. I need money.”

Teddy smiled. “How much?”

Kofax paused, looking at him seriously. “Twenty thousand.”

“Try ten.”

Kofax grinned. “Ah! You know me too well,” he said, handing the joint to the old man.

“Very much so,” said Archer sadly. He took a sip and passed it on to Oscar.

The boy had really had enough; the stuff went straight to his head. But Solomon Kofax was 

watching, and despite Oscar's right eye's attempting to escape from his skull he inhaled deeply and held 

it in until he felt it saturate his brain cavity, and he started to salivate; He released the smoke in a cloud, 

watching it break in the air like a spoonful of cream in cold coffee. The situation was becoming 
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abstract.

What the hell was happening, after all? He was getting high in a mansion resort with an 

imaginary science fiction author and the wizard who'd created him. His mother would have had an 

aneurysm. And Sophie?

My God. Sophie. What could possibly be happening to her? Where must she have been, at this 

moment? It had been a long time since he'd thought of her, which frightened him. Thus far, or since his 

last exodus from the Moreland household, he'd considered her in her abandoned state as something 

very simple, another playing-card image, just a girl in a house—but he realized now how much color 

he'd drained from her, the pinks and whites and blues and golds were all drunk into red now! Oscar had 

squandered them, spent them on Thompsonville, and left the woman he loved in a place gray and dark 

as a cold lump of clay. Oscar wanted to cry.

“Jesus Christ,” said Solomon. “Little Humphrey here's got a real head on his shoulders.” He 

reached and grabbed the joint. “No more for you.” There was a familiar feeling to this; Oscar felt he 

was running in circles.

There were three stubborn raps on the door. It was opened with similar brusqueness, and a small 

man in glasses walked in who appeared to have come a long way. “I'm late,” he announced without 

judgement, looking at Archer. He frowned at Kofax, and his joint. “That's illegal,” he said.

Kofax beamed. “Simon Chestnutt! Isn't it your birthday?”

“Fuck you, Kofax,” Chestnutt said, turning to Archer. “How much does he want?”

“Five to my accountant, five to cash,” said Kofax in a loud voice. The thin man did not 

acknowledge him, keeping his eyes fixed on the old man.

Archer nodded. Chestnutt turned to the piano top, where he spread out his briefcase.

“Thanks a million,” said Solomon, staring lazily at Archer. “I don't know where I'd be without 

you.” He smirked.
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“You'd be hugging the spindle on a roll of typewriter tape,” Archer said, “And we'd both be 

happier for it.”

Chestnutt tore off a check. “Mr. Kofax.” Kofax snatched it and stood up to leave, extending a 

hand to the accountant, who would not shake it.

“Going so soon?” Archer asked. “Stay for coffee. We'll play chess.”

Solomon puffed on his joint, which was only half gone, and blew smoke at the old man. “Take a 

bath,” he said. He dropped his roach in Oscar's water glass. “Come on, Chestnutt. We don't need these 

jokers.” He put an arm around the little accountant's shoulders. Chestnutt grew stiff, but did turn toward 

the door. “I'm not going anywhere with you,” Oscar heard him say as the door closed behind them.

And then there was silence. The labor had ceased in the fields, as had the wind. The ancient 

Lodge paused between creaking and groaning. The very powers of entropy took a two-second nap, and 

even atoms stood still—and then an ice cube clicked, releasing gas, and a fly lifted off and a window 

chain swung and Archer said “There you go. Solomon Kofax. Just as he is,” and Oscar felt a terrible 

pain in his head. He reached for his water, and gulped it, but the soggy roach caught in his throat like a 

bug and he choked. Oscar coughed and sputtered, his diaphragm confused. His head split down its 

seams, and on the right, from his temple to the corpus callosum, was shot through with hot needles.

Archer reached out and touched him. “Oscar. Oscar.” Oscar barely heard him. He saw Sophie; 

she was crying. A vision in dead soil. Oscar saw her in pain. “Oscar,” Archer repeated.

“WHAT!” he snapped.

“You need a new glass of water.”

“Fuck!” Oscar shouted. He stood up and charged to the kitchen. He gripped the countertop and 

leaned. 

And then Thompsonville dissolved, in a fizzle of images, top hats and long striped trousers, 

peacocks, a smell of ginger—God, it hurt. 
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“Oscar. Oscar!” It was Sophie! She was frantic. Where was he—my God! The kitchen floor? A 

flood of thoughts rushed him, but failed to connect. “Oscar, Oscar, oh my God! It's okay, I just called 

the doctor, okay, just wait! Okay? His head hurt like six floors of Purgatory.

Sophie kissed him. She was covered with tears and mucus. “Hey,” Oscar managed to say.

“Oscar. Oscar.” It was Archer. He was back in the kitchen at Thompsonville.

“Jesus Christ!” he exclaimed, and sat up. Teddy's wheelchair was wedged in the door, and the 

old man was kneeling on the tile beside him. Oscar clutched his head. He still felt like a kettle on the 

boil, though the heat had subsided.

“Are you alright?” Archer asked. The old man seemed irrelevant, suddenly. Crouching there on 

the floor, he looked tiny and desperate. Oscar stood up, reeling dizzily.

“I have to go,” he announced, and lurched past the old man toward the door. He almost tripped 

on poor Teddy, and then again on the chair as he leapt over it, but he picked up speed on his way 

through the parlor, and by the time he hit the hallway, he was running. He heard Archer shouting his 

name, growing faint. There was no other choice, Oscar thought. There was something he had to see for 

himself.
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Monica was on her way out. She fastened her earrings, little gold cowrie shells, in the front 

hallway mirror. “Anyway, Oscar,” she told her son, “they sound like homosexuals.”

He stood up from his stool and came over to look at her. “Are you kidding?”

“It wasn't meant as a judgment, Oscar, I'm just saying that that's how it looks. A bunch of men 

all living in a room together, reading poetry?” She brushed past him on her way to the kitchen. Oscar 

smelled her in the breeze she left behind: her strong fragrance, and tangerine soap underneath. “It could 

only be one of a few things, Oscar, and they don't sound like monks.”

Oscar glowered. “They are actually very much like monks. They're all serious men,” he insisted, 

though as the statement left his lips he did perceive some of its absurdity. “And anyway they don't...I've 

just never seen anything like that.”

His mother filled and drank a glass of water at the fridge. “Well I didn't say they weren't 

repressed. All I'm saying is you should really ask yourself why they keep you around. It can't be for 

your attitude.”

Oscar groaned. “Attitude” was a code word that Monica used when she wished to signal that he 

was not to try and argue. This was oratory, not dialogue. He'd be mocked if he took her position too 

seriously, and belittled if he tried to defend himself. She set her glass down in the sink and pressed her 

lips together, waiting for his response.

Oscar sighed. “Where are you going, anyway? It's only lunchtime.”

“I'm going out with A Man,” she said impatiently. This was what she always called her 

boyfriends, to Oscar. He'd gotten pissed once and said he never wanted to hear one of their names 

again, and his mother took him literally, to be annoying. At the time there had actually been several 
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Men in question, and it really was pretty tiresome for everyone, even her; but in this case Oscar knew 

well that A Man was David Benjamin, the flavorless insurance man she'd been dating for more than a 

year. “We're going wine tasting in Summit Valley,” she said. “I'll be back tomorrow. I've already told 

you this.”

Oscar said nothing. He sat backwards on his bar stool, elbows back on the cold granite island. 

His mother flitted back and forth, arranging details in the mirror, taking inventory on her purse. Finally 

she came to a stop, looking straight into space, with the little clop of both heels that meant her 

preparations were done. She swiveled in place and considered her son. “Don't tell me I hurt your 

feelings,” she said.

“I wouldn't care if they were gay,” he replied. He turned away and slid down off the stool. “I 

just don't think you ought to imply shit about people you've never met.” Oscar opened the fridge, 

though he knew he'd find nothing there. He just peered in, as if out a window.

“Well the way you make it sound. I don't know, Oscar,” she said innocently, perching on a stool. 

“Like a little cult, almost. I wouldn't waste any more of my time.” A knock came at the door. “It makes 

me sad to see you seduced for any purpose.” She hopped back up onto her heels, and walked out 

toward the door.

Right, Oscar wanted to say. Because you're on your way off to something so much more 

valuable. But he didn't; he never would. He heard A Man step inside and kiss his mother hello. They 

said a few quiet things and then Monica shouted: “Look at that paper I left you!”

The door swung shut. He looked down at the list where it lay on the countertop. “David Gray,” 

it said, “904-634-1431: Office Assistant. Peter Black, 904-208-9314: 4-6 hrs/wk filing. Jamie White—” 

Oscar sighed. Monica had been thrilled that he'd come home, enough that she'd told him so for nearly 

an hour before asking about the circumstances under which he'd chosen to do so. Even now, she was 

sort of ignoring the details. She didn't want to be a last resort, first of all, no mother would, though so 
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many are. But she also displayed a fundamental resistance to his stories of Thompsonville, an 

incredible selectivity of understanding, different from Sophie's thorough refutation. His mother latched 

onto the physical elements, enough to build a sort of model for herself, and stubbornly ignored the 

spirit of the thing.  She saw Thompsonville as merely a place, and furthermore the wrong sort of place; 

she felt no urge to look into its nature.

She hadn't picked up on the Oliver Katz thing, thank God. She was the one who'd read it to him 

as a child, and he wasn't sure what he would do if his mother turned, as Sophie had, to accusations of 

psychosis. Archer would have condemned it, of course, as a carbuncle of structural viscosity. But Oscar 

still found it threatening. 

He looked down at the slip of yellow paper in his hand. Here was structure at its most viscous. 

“—Jamie White, 904-931-0046: dentist, data entry. Also: Doc Wheeler 904-421-0647. XO, Mom!”

It had come to numbers. His mother's friends. Oscar uncorked the bottle that she'd left on the 

counter and poured himself a glass of wine. He would not, under any circumstances, accept that this 

was where he had arrived. There was too much to lose. A day or two, maybe 36 hours he'd been home, 

and Monica had started saying “we” as in “we're going to have to find something for you to do,” and 

“later on we'll talk about getting back into school.” 

It was worse than he'd feared it would be. He hadn't spent more than three consecutive hours in 

his mother's company since moving out and in with Sophie, and in those brief encounters he'd endured 

a flood of bitter remonstrations, which though disturbing would at least grow monotonous and 

thereafter be tuned out. But now Monica's tone was of calm optimism, which kept him wary—her 

confidence could mean she thought she'd gotten him for good. 

If he wasn't proactive, such would soon be the case. He would start with the list she'd left him, 

losing it immediately in the garbage disposal. For his next trick, he'd be out of the house when she got 

home tomorrow—he believed there were about twenty-four dollars stashed upstairs in his copy of 
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Robinson Crusoe. He could go down to Finster's and fill up his evening, or the all-night cafe. He'd stay 

up as late as he could, and with any luck sleep until she left for work Monday—the less their diurnal 

cycles aligned, the more freedom he'd have.

For today, though, he was off the hook. He'd run a bath, maybe masturbate. She'd left him 

money for pizza, of all goddamn things. He'd have gone and tried to buy himself some booze, but there 

was enough in the house already. He could go back upstairs, and check in with his old books. Maybe 

some Solomon Kofax, even. That would be something. Just like old times.

Oscar drained his glass and stared at nothing in particular. This was actually too much like old 

times. In a way, it was nice to feel sixteen again, but by and large he didn't need it. It was not so long 

ago that he'd forgotten. He could reminisce if he liked, but what he really needed was to get back to 

Thompsonville. To be back in his mother's house, the attraction of old habits only confirmed this. There 

was actually no simpler time to return to, when he might have viewed things objectively. He'd been 

miserable back then. If his time here could do something good for him, it would be to remind him of 

that. This time, however apparently meaningless, was not to be squandered. It was a time to take 

inventory, a time to gather information. It was a time to make ready for action.

He put his glass in the sink. He wondered where he'd even start. He thought of Teddy, betrayed. 

What would the old man be doing now? Was he worried about Oscar, assembling search parties, 

making plans of his own? Or did he sit somewhere smoking, wondering what had gone wrong?

Neither seemed quite realistic; in fact it was more likely that nothing whatever had changed besides his 

physical absence—he probably shouldn't presume that he'd meant anywhere near as much to Archer 

and everyone as they'd meant to him. They'd changed his life, after all, really, he loved them. He could 

say so unequivocally.

It was a relief to Oscar that he no longer suffered his doubts of before, when he'd first returned 

to town. Of course this was probably just because Sophie was gone, no one left to hear him out and tell 
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him he was crazy. He wasn't as sad about that as he could have been. She really must have been happier 

out there, wherever she was, finally out of her cage. He imagined her stepping off a train somewhere, in 

some city of glass and old stone, or sleek skyscrapers—a scarf bunched tight around her neck, with the 

look on her face that she got when she was solving a problem. It was better for both of them, even if 

she did hate him now. She could do more without him, without walls to contain her. She would find 

something better.

And he, for his part, could have Thompsonville. It was easy enough now. He'd just been there. 

He had a matchbook with the clipper ship in his pocket, that helped a lot. But probably even without it, 

he'd be doing good. He believed it was there, and furthermore—this was what was important—he 

believed he'd make it back.

That afternoon—he did in fact take a bath and jerk off—Oscar walked back across town to 

Hedge Point. He would retrace his steps, he'd decided, to where he'd first been abducted.

He started out at Finster's, which was right where he'd left it, and thankfully just as he 

remembered it, too. His mother's house, despite recalling his childhood, had been stubbornly alien. 

She'd switched the silverware drawer from the right to the left of the sink, for instance, changed the 

soap in every bathroom to one that smelled of green apples. None of the doorknobs were quite where 

he reached for them. But Finster's, thank God, was a constant. Oscar savored the familiar weight of the 

bookstore's glass door, the jingling of the old cast-iron bells on the handle. The smell of paperbacks hit 

him like a cinnamon freight train, and Oscar knew then that he'd made the right choice to come home, 

even if he hadn't found Sophie. There was something about being back here, now, that satisfied Oscar 

deeply. It was not something he'd known that he wanted, but it felt like climbing back into his own 
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body after years as a ghost.

After soaking for a minute in the foyer's aromas, Oscar took off his hat and stepped down to the 

aisles. He smiled at Betsy, the clerk, who looked up at him from Jane Eyre.

“You haven't been here in ages,” she called out through the stacks. “Not since Solomon Kofax 

was here.”

“Were you there? At the reading?” Oscar called back. He strolled through Self-Help to Sex & 

Psychology. At the end of the stack he leaned around to look at her. He had always liked Betsy, even 

taken her out for coffee once when he and Sophie were fighting. He'd felt guilty, though, and gone 

noun farther.

“I was working. I thought I saw you come in, but you weren't around afterwards. I though for 

sure you'd have questions for him. I thought you were a big fan.”

Oscar fingered a book on the display rack, a biography of Aleister Crowley. “Ah, yeah. I guess 

I'm...kind of over him lately.”

Betsy beamed, leaning toward him over the counter. “That surprises me, why? Getting serious 

in your old age?”

Oscar grinned back and spun his hat on a finger. “No, just...someone I met changed my mind.”

“Are you still with Sophie?” Betsy swept her hair, which was very straight and nutmeg-colored, 

over one shoulder.

Oscar placed his hat back on his head. “No, I—” A thought struck him. “Do you think you could 

look something up for me?” He walked up to the counter and rested his arms on the wood. 

He could see the individual freckles on the bridge of Betsy's nose, and the half-inch of cleavage 

her sweater allowed. A necklace bore a little seahorse. “Sure,” she answered.

“Do you have anything by T.C. Archer?” Oscar said the name slowly. “Probably poetry? Small 

press?”
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Betsy clicked at the dingy beige keyboard. “Archer, Theodore Chesterton?”

“That's him.”

“Yeah, we do. Just one book, it's in back, want me to go get it?”

“Absolutely.”

Betsy hopped up and trotted away. She wore a long pleated skirt that swirled about her as she 

moved. Oscar rapped on the counter three times, and slid back into the aisle. He moved through 

Cooking and Science to Literature. He walked past Faulkner and Dickens to Sci-Fi, and the low black 

shelf where Solomon Kofax stood alone. He'd never questioned this before, when the store's apparent 

preference for and deference to Kofax had simply reinforced and echoed his own. But now it made at 

once no sense at all and all the sense in the world to him: Why wouldn't a guy like Solomon Kofax 

stand out in every possible way from the field of normalcy? The people of Finster's might even have set 

him off for some other reason, without thinking about it, some purely practical matter of spacing, but 

pulled by Kofax's dark gravity, on the underside of things, to glorify him—or to bring him to Oscar. 

Oscar reached for the re-issued All Things in Time, with the pebbled black leather cover. 

appreciating for the first time the full degree of the man's ostentation and sinister nature. He slid a 

finger into the pages at a random point.

As the High Priest of Chorn looked down with his six emerald eyes into 
Pamela's sapphire two, arousal coursed through her body like an injection of 
aerosol Ultramorph.

Oscar smiled. It was classic; there was nobody out there writing stuff like this 

anymore. Call it trashy, if you wanted, but Solomon Kofax was a craftsman of 

inimitable style.

Except, of course, that one was really talking about Teddy Archer. Oscar had 
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to remember that it was actually his good friend's snowy head out of which blue-

skinned Pamela Vanderzax, buxom princess of the Outer Belt, had sprung. Strange to 

see how the man and the pseudonym had broken off from each other, how they 

worked as a pair, in their way—that urbane, sophisticated old man and his libidinous 

alter-ego, like a dragon and his rider.

“So he's got you anyway,” came a feminine voice from behind him. Betsy 

was back, pressed up against the end of the facing stack. She held out a thin yellow 

book in one hand, which he took from her, snapping shut All Things In Time. Oscar 

looked at the cover. Psalter Songs, it read in modest white type, “by T.A.” It was 

unusually timid, for something by a man so outspoken. He looked at the hulking 

brown tome in his other hand. Hadn't the old man saved anything for himself?

“Thank you, Betsy,” he said, looking up at her. She nodded and left, with a 

rustle, like a woodland creature, utterly at home among the shelves. Oscar smiled a 

moment longer when she'd gone.

He set up shop in the cafe, on the long green corduroy couch where he had 

always sat to read and often sleep as a boy. He dove hungrily into the book, but soon 

tumbled and changed his approach. Archer's writing, as Archer, was as trim and 

demure as the cover design. A whole poem might sound like a sentence:

Don't get lost,

old friend

She's a labyrinth.
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Or less:

Pear

bottom

please

Me.

They were mostly about women, which Oscar supposed made his and Kofax's work alike, as well as 

disproving his mother's theory, which he had to admit bothered him.  A world in which Teddy—or 

Roger, anyone, for that matter—might attempt to make physical love to him exceeded the bounds of his 

imagination. Unfortunately, that actually made the prospect more unsettling, not less. It would so 

wholly contradict his sense of how the world worked. So hearing Teddy muse on

appled

breasts

was in some small part relieving, as well as amusing. Though it was, like Kofax's writing, sexual in 

focus, Archer's poetry bounced in a way that Kofax's gnarly purple spaceprose never could. It was at 

once light and serious: there was a great depth of feeling and many tender addresses: to his friends, to 

old teachers, to his mother. The less romantic themes were still reverent, idealistic and sometimes 
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religious; “In the Crust” was a good one, about taking communion, which though Oscar had never 

wondered about it before was quite interesting. There were some that seemed to come from wartime, 

about and to his brothers in arms: mournful and longer compositions, with references to old books and 

barracks jokes. 

Oscar stood and got a cup of tea, and then returned just for fun to the Kofax. He took one look 

and stopped again. 

Oh, the ecstasy! Wilhelmina Dupree embraced her clone's vulpine body, blue as the 
wind-seas of Neptune, moaning “Pamela, Pamela!” Her double slid her hands down 
Wilhelmina's sides, toward the sweet grass-green peach of her buttocks...

Oscar looked back at Archer, as quick as he could, where

With the wind

went her faith

into Babylon

after scents of time

forgotten.

This was something. He tried to see a portrait of a man in these two colors, ego blending into id, the 

marble head on a crude golem body.  Was this Archer, as he really was? Oscar tried to imagine himself 
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thus divided, into senses and wit, ass and angel. He was mostly ass already, he felt. Or his angel was 

missing, retarded.

Oscar stared at the oscillating fan behind the cafe counter, which blew the roasted smell of 

coffee at him, when it reached its far left perigee. His attention span was almost met. He read one more 

from Psalter Songs:

You young man

who are lost in spite

of all you've learned

there is one thing

you might yet hear:

my calling to you

from when it no longer matters

before I'm not here to greet you

come home.

Oscar went to the counter, shelving All Things in Time on the way.  Betsy was licking 

envelopes. “I'd better buy this,” he said, holding up Psalter Songs.

“Oh, good!” Betsy took it out of his hand. “That's eight dollars, I think.”
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Oscar counted them out. Betsy licked envelope glue from her lips as she fiddled with the 

register, and tore off his receipt. He remembered why he'd never asked her out, even back before 

Sophie.  She was too much in place here, he could never have taken her out of it—he wouldn't want to. 

Sophie was always somewhere else already, if not physically, Oscar always had to run to keep up with 

her, or get ahead. He thought about the fight they'd had, before Thompsonville, the last time that he'd 

been in to Finster's. What had she said? He wasn't the type to stick with it. Indeed.

He walked over to Fenucci's, too, Psalter Songs sticking out of his back pocket, he stood a 

while in produce, closed his eyes, but nothing happened, no uncanny figures snuck into frame. An old 

lady asked him to move so she could get at the beets. He bought a little orange soda, and left. 

It was a bright day, and crisp. As Oscar walked across the bridge he considered how much older 

he felt than he had a few months ago. He was more aware of his body, even, of his size and shape in 

time and space and his relationship to other things. As he reached the west side he loked up at Royce 

Tower, the tallest building in town. A whole lot of work went into raising something like that, Oscar 

knew, but if you took it a day at a time, ate good lunches...well maybe it wasn't unthinkable. It might 

not be so bad.

He walked into downtown. The city was in a good mood today. An old man played the bagpipes 

in Forester Square, a few kids dancing around him while their parents stood chatting nearby, puffing 

fog. Oscar thought he might stop somewhere for dinner, and read a bit longer before heading back 

home. He believed he had about ten bucks left on him.
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For three days, they were as close as two people can be. They played chess: they took walks, 

though Teddy's knees swelled in the cold, to the creek where the deer drank. They played cribbage with 

Roger and Abraham, and drank only the best. In fact, Oscar noticed the best of a lot of things lying 

around—as if Archer had turned a dial somewhere and turned Thompsonville's already sumptuous 

luxuries up to eleven. As nice as this was, it gave Oscar pause, because it hinted at the real subject 

matter of their little honeymoon. Had the old man blown out the stops in expectation of the end, or was 

Oscar's palate simply cleansed by his vacation, returned to sensitivity? Time too seemed to stretch out, 

made more precious, either by some supernatural influence on the old man's part or as an unconscious 

fruit of his attitude. He threw himself headlong into these, his last days: but the fact that this was what 

they were prevented Oscar, no matter how hard he tried, from enjoying them.

Wednesday Oscar kept silent, and most of Thursday they talked of other things. But eventually, 

it proved too much to ignore. It was three in the morning or so: they were staying up later too, another 

sign that the old man was trying to make the most of the hours. Archer sat up in bed. He'd been on his 

way to sleep after a long night of talk, but Oscar interrupted him. They hadn't yet had the chance to 

confer about Psalter Songs, and the next day would be all festivities—this might be his last chance.

That was where the anxiety started. Archer flipped through the pages, delighted; Oscar sat down 

beside him, on top of the blankets, beneath a squid on the headboard. “My goodness,” said the old man. 

“I haven't seen this in centuries.”

“I'm glad you like it,” said Oscar. “I wasn't sure you'd want to see it.”

“It is somewhat embarassing. You know, this was the last thing of any value that I produced for 

many years.” He looked at Oscar over his glasses. “Obliquity Press,” he said, peering at the back of the 
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little book. “Sold about thirty-two copies. I'm afraid it was a bit of a discouragement.” 

“That was before you started writing Kofax?”

“That was when I started writing Kofax. The tap ran pure shit for ten years, and the people 

gobbled it up. Had to get it out of my system, I suppose. A natural process. But for a long time it was 

just him, not so much as a poem of my own.”

“A natural process? Then why do you regret it so much?”

“It's not the writing I regret.”

“It's Kofax.”

Archer nodded. He turned the book over in his hands. He ran his fingertips across the cover, 

where Oscar knew a crease extruded at an angle from the spine. The sky was orange, outside, in a 

preamble to dawn. Thompsonville was quiet, a rare turn. Birdsong floated from the vines. “What do 

you think is going to happen?” Oscar asked quietly.

“I'm sorry?”

“You know what I mean. Like, a heart attack? Will a meteor fall through the roof?”

Archer sighed. “I'm not sure.”

“It's not too late, you know,” Oscar said, clutching at the bedspread. A wooden clam dug into 

the back of his head. “You could still do something, couldn't you? You could, I don't know, make 

Sanderson forget. Or turn into a bird, fuck, I don't know.”

“No, I don't believe I could,” said Archer gravely. “I'm afraid we will just have to see.”

“I could do something! I could—I don't believe you're going do die,” he said experimentally, 

hopping up onto his knees to face Teddy. 

“Nice try,” the old man replied, “but I don't believe you.”

Oscar's heart sunk. “You've given up.”

The old man looked back at him sadly. “Go get me a pen.”
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Oscar nodded, and slid from the bed. He found a pen on the table, with yesterday's Scrabble 

scores. There were remnants of good times all over the suite: recorked bottles, full ashtrays, and Oscar's 

own shoes prone beside the piano. He crept back into the bedroom and onto the bed, where Archer sat 

with his eyes closed, the book held to his chest. Oscar clicked the pen open, and laid it on the old man's 

lap.

“I've had a wonderful life,” said Teddy slowly, opening his eyes. “And he bought it for me. 

Really, he did.” He took the pen up, and opened his book. “It's possible,”

 he began, scribbling something on the title page, “it is possible that I owe him his hour.”

Oscar swallowed, and slid down, his head scraping the sea floor. Archer finished his note, and 

held it out to him.

To Oscar

    eternally--

never can I

thank you

  for the time.

--T.

A tearful glimmer slid across the old man's eyes.

“Read me something,” said Oscar, sliding down to lay flat, his head in line with the old man's 

elbow.

“Oh, Oscar—”

“Just one. Your favorite, if you have one.” He grabbed a fold of Archer's quilt and made a 
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pillow.

Teddy exhaled, turning pages. “'In the garden'—no...'Banished Cain'...here we are. This one 

you'll like.” Oscar squeezed the blanket close. The old man frowned, and drew a breath.

O vanished youth,

he began,

You Patroklos.

Bronze-clad bearing

the invisible standard;

wear my armor

take my spear as you pass

across rivers beyond time and space:

Lethe, Styx, sour Acheron await you

and better friends than I

to bear your burdens

in the end.

“That's nice,” said Oscar as the old man closed the book.

“Sentimental, I know,” he said. “There was even more, originally. Something about writing a 

better ending to the story of a friend, something like that. I can be that way, I'm sorry.” He looked as if 

he would like to reach out and touch Oscar, to take his head in his hands. He did not.
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“It was fine,” said the boy. “That was perfect.”

Oscar woke up alone, tucked into the big bed. It must have been after noon; sunlight streamed 

in the window, and there was noise from the parlor. He walked in fuzzyheaded to a flurry of action. A 

tailor danced with his tape around Archer, who was held at each elbow by a stolid brother Bishop. A 

loose tuxedo was draped over his bones. 

He was dictating to a valet with a notepad. “So you've got two thousand oysters,” said Teddy, 

and the valet nodded briskly. “And did we settle on gruyere, in the miniature quiches?” 

“Fontina,” said Abraham from the corner. He'd laid out a schematic atop the piano, on butcher 

paper. “Can we put the Kennedys with Wu?” 

“I see no problem with that,” said Archer, “but you'd better take away his dice.” Abraham 

chuckled. “Good morning Oscar,” the old man went on. “You're next up, if you're ready.” He tilted his 

head toward the tailor.

“Is there coffee?”

“There is, naturally.” the brothers lowered Archer into his chair. “And croissants,” he said with 

satisfaction, omitting the S.

Oscar found Roger with Mr. Wu in the kitchen, bent over another schematic. “We'll break it up 

by the hour,” he said, “for the first three. At nine we go to thirty-minute increments, still doubling the 

whole way. Then at eleven we'll break it down—” he rifled through his stack of papers and pulled out a 

note. 

Oscar poured himself a cup of coffee. Mr. Wu rubbed his chin with a forefinger. “Did we decide 

on a change fee?”

“Yeah, five percent of the bet. But anyone who's already lost has to put in again, obviously. No 
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fee for them. And then anyone who wants into the last ten or five has to be in by nine,” Roger added.

Oscar looked over his mug at them. “What are you guys doing?”

They both looked up at him silently. “Oscar!” Teddy called from the next room. 

He walked out, eyeing the gamblers suspiciously.

“You're taking bets?” he asked Archer.

“This is Gerald,” the old man replied, gesturing to the tailor. The little man came around behind 

him and lifted his arms. 

Oscar bent his elbow slowly, trying to sip his coffee without moving his shoulder. “You're 

taking bets,” he repeated.

The old man pinched his nose, and wheeled away. “I thought it would be fun,” he said over his 

shoulder. “I'm going to bathe,” he said, vanishing. “Abraham has something for you.” The door clicked 

shut behind him.

Oscar stood for the tailor, who took his measurements and said he'd be back with something 

later on, and did Oscar have a preference with regard to collars et cetera? This was the second tuxedo 

of Oscar's life; he'd worn one to the prom with Sophie, at the beginning of time. When he saw that 

night in his mind's eye it was tiny and obscure, like a picture in a locket. In his sister's car they'd gone 

down to the river with friends after dancing, made a fire; Oscar smoked his first joint there. It made 

him utterly useless later on, back at Sophie's. Oscar couldn't get over her texture, the shape of her—like 

rolling hills, he kept saying, with little claymation highways. That had been a red-bowtie and 

cummerbund deal, black and silly like a cinema vampire. He'd put some kind of goo in his hair. 

Tonight's affair was white tie, and the thing would fit, he knew, like a glove.

It was a grand masquerade. The betting too was anonymous, Roger explained, filed by secret 

notice with the waitstaff and announced under code names. Oscar still hadn't warmed to the idea, but 
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Teddy set a strange example, playing merrily along so that Oscar felt compelled to hold his tongue.

“Now how did you know not to take bets before evening? Or all week, for that matter?”

“Well come on, Arch. You never get anything done before two or three in the afternoon to begin 

with. Anyway how come you're throwing the party today?”

“True, true. I suppose I always assumed it would be a ticking-clock sort of thing, a grand finale. 

Kofax is a dramatist, after all. I don't think he'd be content if I'd simply fallen down the stairs on 

October the second.”

Teddy had on a simple white eyemask. Oscar'd chosen to go as a cat, also white: his mask was 

somewhat ridiculous, a bit too sequined, but he felt he could probably blend in nonetheless. Abraham 

had on a fez and a tiger's face carved out of wood, that Oscar greatly admired. 

They were all in the elevator, on their way down to the ballroom. The banquet would start in 

about fifteen minutes, and the old man had yet to confirm his selection of wines. The plan was to relax 

as the evening went on into less formal tones, but the dinner was a regimented, continental affair. The 

guest of honor may have been a tired old aesthete, all the rest drunks and loafers, but tonight they 

would enjoy aristocracy, of the same kind each privately awarded himself, on the surface of things.

It was no surprise that the ballroom was the biggest and most impressive venue Oscar'd yet seen 

at Thompsonville.  There was no thrill in climbing to the highest of the tiered balconies; they were 

steps to the gallows. As Archer laughed and joked around, Oscar felt it was he and not the old man who 

went to his doom. He couldn't understand joy, not today.

They sat and tested the beaujolais, the côtes du rhone, the champagne. Archer called for some 

bread, which they dipped in fresh olive oil as the guests filed in. They formed a line, as each climbed 

up to meet Archer before wending back down to their preassigned seats. There might have been two 

thousand people there, or more, and Teddy knew all of their names, and their spouses'; Oscar sat by and 

watched as the old man shook an army of hands, kissed their cheeks, and saw them off down the stairs. 
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Oscar recognized some of them, even masked, but he soon grew bored of trying to spot them and he 

focused on his wine. “Oh my, Charles!” said Archer. “and Maxine, it's a pleasure. I'm so glad you're 

here.” Oscar still didn't know what the old man expected—if he was in denial, or (Oscar prayed, but 

hoped for nothing) had some plan. They had not been alone for a moment all day.  This was 

understandable, of course; he saw the thousands of people who loved Teddy as well, and had most 

certainly known him longer. But it was Oscar who sat at his left, and from whom he averted his eyes as 

he addressed his smiling fans.

Last came Kofax,  the red caboose, in a little black mask that matched Archer's, and the biggest 

smile of all. “Teddy-O!” he beamed. “Big day! Big day. Hey there pumpkin,” he added, nodding at 

Oscar, who scowled. “My brother,” he said to Abraham, who sat at Archer's right. He raised a hand but 

Abraham denied him the pleasure of a high-five. Kofax sat at their table, next to Roger, right where 

Oscar could look at him. He grinned.

Dinner was oysters, then salad, then salmon, then chicken, deviled quail eggs, and steak. Roger 

had eight glasses of wine: Oscar had six. Kofax had twelve, plus a full flask of mezcal; a brass band 

played, on the ground floor, raucous swing. Archer chatted in tempo, telling stories, singing bits of 

songs as they occurred to him, laughing along with himself. He might have been six years old, at a 

birthday party, except for the cheeks red from wine. “And it flew off,” he said, waving a hand to 

indicate a parabolic arc, “straight into the Bishop's crème brulee!” He threw his head back and roared, 

and everyone laughed. His face was red, his eyes streaming. It did not seem like a last supper.

In fact, it started to seem like everyone was simply playing dumb. It was annoying, but Oscar 

still appeared to be alone in remembering the day's dark theme, and because he was the only one who 

remembered, he could not forget it. He tried to lose himself in a moment, a flavor, or a sip of wine as it 

sank into his head. But a person can't forget a thing on purpose, at least Oscar couldn't, especially not a 

big black thing that crept slowly toward you and dragged its awful chains...the only other person who 
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did seem to have eyes somewhat open was, unfortunately, Sanderson Kofax. He'd raised his glass and 

smile at Oscar, grinning widely. He'd tried to shave his thorny face and cut himself in several places, so 

his scarred cheeks blistered with a crowd of livid nicks. 

Dessert was special. Everyone on the balconies got a plate of their own, designed by Archer to 

suit them, or as he put it “to describe in pastry that about them which delighted him in life.” Murphy 

Kalkavage got plum pudding, in a rum bath. Abraham got a caramel flan, drizzled with chocolate and 

topped with a hazelnut. Oscar's gift was a pear tart with cold custard, sweet basil, and a perfect flaky 

crust. He smiled at Archer, who had a chocolate torte dripping with raspberry sauce. He looked 

cheerful, oblivious. It was almost like looking at a photograph, or a memory: Oscar felt a far remove 

between himself and the people around him, so that increasingly—he shuddered—it was only he and 

Kofax in the room.

“Why the long face, Sundance?” Kofax asked him as the waiters brought the coffee. “Bad 

fish?”

“You know exactly what's bothering me.”

“Ah, the steak. It was a little dry.”

“It's not the steak!” Oscar brought his glass down hard on the table.

“Oscar!”

Oscar stood up. “I'm a little drunker than I meant to be, but it's not drunk enough.”

“Oscar, sit down.”

“No. I'm going to go to the bar and drink a drink and then I'm going to get another drink and go 

for a walk,” he said sharply, almost spitting. “If you die,” he said turning to Archer, “while I'm gone I 

will piss on your grave.” Oscar pushed in his chair so it banged on the table and the glasses shook; then 

he left. 

There were two rolling bars on the ballroom floor, but they were mobbed, so Oscar left the 
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banquet hall and headed down to Tavern B. He found Elliott Cheifetz there, alone behind the bar. He 

raised an eyebrow at Oscar, and poured him the whiskey he pointed at, but seemed to know not to 

speak. He merely set down the bottle where Oscar could reach it, and set back to work polishing the 

bar's brass effects. Oscar finished his glass and poured another, as he'd said he would, a tall one. He 

thanked Cheifetz, who nodded, and headed back out into the halls. The party'd burst forth from the 

ballroom, spilling bodies everywhere, even down here, girls hurrying with trays and black garters, men 

and women in disguise—chimps and cheetahs, jackals, parrots, bats and narwhals roamed the halls.

Oscar ran a hand along the wall, meandering through the grand aortal lobby, where partygoers 

lounged on the big carpeted stairs, back toward the ballroom. He peeked in and saw a few stragglers 

talking, but his party had gone from the upper tier.

Nothing seemed entirely real. Oscar twirled down the hallway, laughing bitterly. He spilled a bit 

of his drink on a couple in quail masks, who stared at him. “So so sorry,” he said. “I believed you were 

art.” He had almost forgotten that everyone was dressed up; he fidgeted in his own mask, which 

suddenly itched. He ran into the back of a tallish baboon, who turned and yelled.

“Who is this cat,”said the monkey, “and why's he wasting my scotch?”

“Settle down, Rocco,” said a little bird in a blue dress. “He's just a kitten.”

“He's a kid who should watch where he's going,” said Rocco. His veins stood out on his neck. 

Oscar ducked under his arm and sped off, through a crowd both displaced and displeased by his jostling 

through them. Ostriches and crocodiles peered down angrily at him. The drink and rich food curdled in 

his stomach. 

Oscar leaned on a wall. He tripped over an ankle, saw someone's shoe on the floor. He found 

himself in a bathroom. He vomited, wine and oysters, et cetera. The bathroom floor was red tile, with 

white details, like uncooked steak. That was all Oscar knew, for a while. The sun, the moon, a fleur de 

lis, a stylized whale seemed to emerge from the pattern of regular diamonds that throbbed and hummed 
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and squeezed Oscar's brain as if in a warm compress, in the way that squares can and will when one has 

had eight glasses of wine and two whiskeys, when one is twenty years old and losing one's only real 

friend to a plot hole.

Two men came in behind him. “Jesus,” one said, “Did you see her? All over him.”

Said the other, “It's like Shakespeare. Let it play out.”

The two men urinated. “What time is it, anyway?”

“Just eleven, I think. You have a bet in?”

“Had. Fifteen on ten-thirty. It's our anniversary.”

“Well no wonder she's acting out.”

“Whattaya think the old man's going to do, anyways? Off himself?”

“Shit, I don't know. I can't read him. He's probably just jerking everyone around.”

“Nobody seems to know. I tried to get a serious answer out of this one guy earlier and he just 

said it was 'A serious matter, a thing of prophecy.'”

“Huh. Weird.”

“I guess. Weird-looking guy, too. Like a little cockroach.”

Oscar retched.

“Jesus Christ, kid, you O.K.?”

“He looks all right, doesn't he?”

“Oh shut up, gimme your glass.”

Oscar saw shoes move, heard water running. “There, kid. Let's sit you up.” The man pulled him 

upright by his arm. A glass of water clinked down on the tile.

The man had on a fish mask, with a disturbing broad-lipped upper mandible. “What are you, 

some kind of monkey?” He asked.

“'m a Cat,” Oscar sputtered.
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“Okay, well drink that water, buddy.” The fish clapped a hand on his shoulder, and stood up. 

“Alright, let's go,” he said to the other. “Time to do away with the ambiguities.”

The bathroom door clicked shut but did not latch, so that noise from the hall trickled in. Oscar 

tried to keep his head between his shoulders, his eyes focused. He drank some water, felt it drip down 

his chin, planted two palms on the cold tile. A woman's laugh, loud and parrotlike, came through the 

door.  In the palace of the nymph Kalypso, Oscar thought. He spied a piece of graffiti beneath the toilet 

paper dispenser. It seemed to have been written in fountain pen:

Does he like 

what he's become?

Oscar swallowed more water, washing chunks of rancid oyster from his gums. That fish's friend had 

said it was eleven. He stood up, found his legs, and unfastened his tie.

He emerged from the bathroom to find himself in a corner of the Lodge that he had never seen 

before.  The corridor was narrow here, and mazelike, so only a handful of party guests stood between 

one turn and the next, leaned against the walls and doorways. Some doors were open to a sort of 

apartment, and Oscar walked in. All the rooms were different colors here, like:

Green. Potted ferns in raku, reaching up to the ceiling. A black piano. “And do you know,” said 

a woman who looked like his mother, with ears like a rabbit. “Not once did he suppose he'd been taken 

advantage of.” A host of listeners nodded sedately.

Butter-yellow. Statuary, greekish. “It's all in the future, you see,” a young fox told his friends. 

“It doesn't seem like anything yet, but it has to happen because of everything it will make possible.”

Deep purple. A lizard in a hat like Oscar's was telling a joke. “Where's my sausage?!” he howled 

in a gravely stage voice, his arm waggling in the air like a denuded sock puppet. His people chuckled. 

Oscar noted the french doors in this room, the small balcony where two men shaggy and bald smoked a 

hookah, reclining.
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Oscar was on the verge of remembering his mission, that it had once been eleven, that he must 

must must return to Archer—but the next room was white. A blue vase, that was all, on a a white 

pedestal, and a painting on the wall. Only one person here: just a girl, with long blonde hair, in a little 

black dress.

It wasn't her legs, exactly, not her shoulders or her waist or her hips or her hair; it was where 

she'd chosen to put them, how and to where she did not move them as she stood there, as if in a 

painting herself. “You're sure you're not Sophie Moreland,” he asked.

The girl whirled to look at him. “I wondered if I'd see you here.” Her mask resembled a little 

grey mouse.

He stepped toward her. “Are you or aren't you?”

“You know I'm not,” she said, shaking her head. “I have never been.”

“I thought you only wore white.”

The girl smiled. “I am wearing white,” she said. She held up a wrist. “See—pearls.”

“Pearls aren't really white.”

She rolled her eyes. “How's this,” she said, lifting the hem of her dress to show the corner of a 

lacy egg-white slip.

“Tell me your name,” he said.

“Look.” She touched his arm, and pulled him toward the painting.

Oscar looked.

It was them. In the frame, a slender couple, against a smooth white wall. Two golden heads, two 

pairs of slim dark shoulders. Her little dress, one side of the back of her neck—her hair covered the 

other, as she tilted her head toward Oscar. His hat, at an angle. The hairline of his nape, above the collar 

of his suit. Another golden frame before them, another smooth white wall, four more small black-

wrapped shoulders. Another frame. Another vase. Another little boy and girl. And on, into infinity. The 
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blue urn, he noticed, bore a couple too, this one in profile, a circular chase. Another hat.

“What does it mean to you?” she asked.

“Is it us?”

“In another version of the story, we step right through.”

“Through the frame?”

“Yes. Onward. Forward. But I'm not sure we know each other well enough to be traveling 

partners, this time around.”

Oscar looked through the frame, at the backs of their heads. “And in there? Is that next time?”

“We'll see.”

Oscar looked at her. “What's outside of the frame?”

“What do you think?”

“I don't know.”

“Well I don't know either.”

“What's through there, do you think? If we went through. And kept going.”

“More.”

“More of the same?”

“More of us.”

She wore a tiny silver cross, he noticed, on a chain around her neck.

“Are you a Christian?”

“I'm a free thinker,” she responded, looking back at the frame. This reminded him of Archer.

“Tell me your name.”

The girl pursed her lips together and turned toward him seriously. “You do realize that you 

haven't told me yours.”

“Oh!” he stuck out his hand. “I'm—”
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“I know who you are, Oscar Duplenty.” She took his hand softly. “And I think you've got 

somewhere to be.” She leaned in, kissed him on the cheek, and whispered softly: “It's eleven-fifty one.”

Oscar ran. He saw a few partygoers in the hall but by and large the crowd had risen to the roof, 

where they would hold the final toast. He jumped and paced for ten seconds in front of the elevator 

before starting to run up the stairs. By the time he burst onto the roof he was gasping, drenched in 

sweat that smelled like whiskey. 

There was drumming, at the west rail, big thundering timpani and two wailing trombones. Fat 

metal braziers like black mushrooms spat fire and made a furnace of the windy winter night. Oscar 

pushed through the crowd. It was cooler near the southern rail, where the numbers thinned; he saw 

Cooper City gleaming like another hill of fires in the valley. He cut back into the mob toward the front 

and shouldered forward, toward the dais, until he hit the rail that kept the crowd divided from the stage.

Archer sat at the podium, smiling widely. His face was red with tired mirth and alcohol, and 

sweat sat in its creases; tears too seemed to stream from his eyes. To his right sat the Usuals, on the left 

Mr. Kofax and an empty wooden chair, which Oscar realized was meant to be for him.

“May ye rest, gazing skyward, good company!” Archer shouted, and the people cheered. “And 

long life to us all!” The people laughed. Oscar waved his arms and jumped, but Archer didn't see him.

“My apologies to those of you who have already lost money tonight,” Teddy went on, “And to 

those of you who are beginning to wonder if this has all been a scam,” 

All a scam?

“I assure you that if I live past midnight and the house takes the pot,” at this he stopped smiling, 

his speech slurring a bit, “I'll give it all to the Red Cross.” A darker chuckle rose from the crowd, who 

pressed Oscar into the rail, sloshed their drinks on his tuxedo. This mob seemed dangerously 

impressionable. He waved his hat in the air, but Archer still didn't see.
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The drumming slowed down and loudened, beating seconds like a giant's pulse. Teddy raised up 

his hands and stood, wincing. “Here it is, cross your fingers!” he yelled, pulling his pocketwatch out of 

his chest. “Ten! Nine!”

The crowd joined in to count with him. “Eight! Seven!” Oscar howled Archer's name. The old 

man's eyes were shut tight, his hands up in the air. “Six! Five!” the people screamed.

“Four! Three!” Kofax rose from his chair.

“Two!” Oscar seized the rail and hurtled over it, towards the stage.

“One!” Oscar fell in the mud. Kofax reached in his pocket and pulled out a blunt snub-nosed 

pistol. And as the new year began and the drummers went wild, as all the denizens of Thompsonville 

threw their hats and their garters aloft, the author shot his own creator through the chest with a genuine 

bullet.


